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Two cavalry rookies were each
given a horse, and they wondered how to tell them apart.
Joe cut the mane off of his
horse, but in time it grew out
again. Then Tom cut the tail
off of his hone, but it grew
back. Finally, Joe said, "Why
don't we measure them? May•
be one horse is larger than the
other." So they did, and sure
enough, the black horse was r
taller than the white one.

Afternoon, December 1, 1969

Dates Set Tonight
For Draft Lottery

10. Per Copy

Free Book Week At
Local Library
December 1-6

The Murnay-Calloway County
Public Library is having a special Book Retain Week of delinBy BABi F000
date of their birth falls on that quent borrowers. "Due to the
large amount of overdue books
WASHINGTON (UPI) — At
Thus if Feb. 8 is the first and records in recent weeks we
p.m. CST tonight, a young ma date drawn, all men whose intuit offer library petrona a
will step up to a glass jar a birthdates are Feb. 8 will he at week to return their materials
Selective Service headquarters, the top of the heap for callup free of charge," mid Mrs. Marstick his band down among We during 1970. Those whose birth- garet Trevathan, Librarian.
There are always good fig:
plastic capsules and draw one dates fall in the middle of the
out to begin the nation's first list will face uncertainty
es for not getting books
as to
draft lottery since the dark whether they will be called, on time such as holidays, indays of World War IL
and those at the bottom will be ness, bad weather, etc., ape tor
almost assured they will not he this reason the library is offering this free book return perIt will be a picture from thi called up.
iod. A list of borrowers' names
history books-like the one showThose affected by tonight's
and their overdue books will be
ing War Secretary Henry L drawing are all nondeferred
posted at the library. You may
Stimson pulling a green cap- men who will have turned 19
consult this list if in doubt asule from a "fishbowl" in 1940 by the end of 1969, up to and
— or the one depleting a Including all who will still be bout your books.
Books, magazines, records
blindfolded War Secretary New- aged 25 when the year ends.
and tapes are checked out for
ten D. Baker reaching into the Those who turn 19 or lose de
two weeks. Framed paintings
same fishbowl in 1917.
ferment by, for example, grad- are checked out for two mon
e•ting from college, at any
the. They may all be renewed
t...me during 1970, will have to with the exception of
paintBut there will be an importwait for the lottery at the end ings and books on a waiting
ant difference. Tonight's scene,
of
that
year
to
enter
the
pool.
list such as best sellers.
In more or less the same form,
From 1971 onward, the lotVisit the library this week of
will be repeated every year
tery
will include only those who December 1-6 to return your
from now on, unless the law is
changed or President Nixon ful- turned 19 the year before, cr overdues and use your patron
fills his announced desire foe those whose deferments have card to get more.
been removed.
an all-volunteer Army.
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Eight Wrecks Occur
Here Over Weekend
Eight traffic collisions were
investigated by the Murray Po
lice Department on Thursday,
Friday, and Saturday with injuries being reported in four
of the accidents.
In an accident Friday at 3:09
p.m. three persons were injured with one being hospitalized.
Grace Miller Thomas of 114
Spruce Street was admitted to
the hospital with injuries reported to her right jaw and
neck, left shoulder, and left
leg, according to officials at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Also injured in the same collision were Debbie Landolt of

1318 Wells Boulevard who had
a fractured left arm and Denese Hook of 801 Minerva Place
with lacerations and abrasions
on her right hands, according
to hospital officials. The girls
were passengers in one of the
cars in the accident at North
14th and Olive Boulevard.
Cars involved were a 1956
Edsel station wagon owned by
Anne Roney and driven by Peter Andrew Roney of Murray
Thanksgiving facts: The first
Route Three, and a 1965 ChevThanksgiving in 1621 lasted
rolet four door sedan driven by
three clays. In 1623, the PilMrs. Thomas of 104 Spruce
grims gave thanks not for plan
Street.
tiful food, but for rain that
Police said Roney was going
ended a long draught. Until
west on Olive Street, failed to
1631, no regular Thanksgiving
stop at the four way sign at
date was observed. Special days
North 14th and collided with
were celebrated, however, by
the Thomas car going north on
the Pilgrims to give thanks for
North 14th Street.
their blessings. In 1789, WuhAfter the Thomas car was hit
ingtos . proclaimed November
it landed at the northwest cor20th as a Thanksgiving day to
ner of 14th and Olive Streets
give thanks for the United
Howard Boons, 4, eon of Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Beene,
knocking down the stop sign,
States Constitution.
Murray,
competed in the Punt. Pass and Kick National
A woman named Sarah JoMrs. Pochantes Starks of 216 according to the police report.
quarter-finals held at St. Louis' Busch Stadium after winnDamage to the Roney ear
aepha Bale unceasingl,v strived
Irvan Street, Murray, passed aing local, sone and district championships. More than le
at Six p.m. at (Continued on Page Eight)
Saturday
from 1848 to 1863 to have the
way
And the concept of tonight's
last Thursday in November es- IN0,000 youths registered for this year's competition. spun.
the Westview Nursing Home.
drawing is unlike all the prelured by the National Football League arid the Ford Dealtablished as a national Thanks
She was 75 years of age and
vious
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come
born April 11, 1894. Her
giving day. Prior to 1869, it was ers of America. Howard was sponsored by Parker Motors,
was
up
with
as fair a lottery as has
Intseepersted, Murray
parents
were the late William
not a national holiday. Lincoln
been devised.
was the first President to proE. Steely and Oneida Hall Steeclaim it a national holiday on
ly of Calloway County. She was
There will be 56 youth reBy BERT W. OKULEY
000 men out of the war zone the wife. of _Ilarry_Sts.nrks who
November 26, 1863. From then
rresentatives at the drawing.
SAIGON UT —" The U. S. in two stages-25,000 by Au- died April 11, 1965.
until 1941, it had been a natThey will draw, and continue Military Command disclosed to- gust and 35,000 by Dec. 15.
ional holiday by Presidential
Survivors include one son.
drawing, until all 366 capsules day that President Nixon's
Deputy Secretary of Defense Bobby Starks of 216 lrvan
proclamation. In 1939, Itoosacapsule
Mrs. Mettle Outland was
have been opened. Each
withdrawal of 60,000 troops David Packard recently made a Street, and one grandchild.
velt broke with tradition by
of the year, frcm Vietn:m has been complet- five-day tour of Vietnam for Funeral services will be held claimed by death Sunday at
date
a
contains
naming the third Thursday in
including Feb. 29 even if there ed dropping the number of Nixon to study the feasibility Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. at the Mil- 12:05 a. m. at the home of her
November as Thanksgiving. In
is no Feb. 29 in the years GIs in the war zone to its low- of more U. S. troop withdraw- ler Funeral Home with Rev. daughter, Mrs. Raymond Col1941, Congress legislated the
senators without previous leg- calendar. The dates are placed est level in two years.
son, Murray Route Three.
By GLEN CARPENTER
als, but no announcements are Jack Jones officiating.
fourth Thursday in November
The deceased was 05 years of
KENTUCKY DAM VILLAGE islative experience among the on a list in the order drawn, A weekly report on the expected from the White House
to be Thanksgiving.
Pallbearers will be Earl Out- age and was the wife of the
Ky (UPI) — The pre-legislative 138-member General Assembly. and men will be called for in- Anlericans in Vietnam said 4,900 in the near future.
land, Bob lidcCuiston, Hollis
conference, which began today They and the others will re• duction in the order that the U. S. servicemen left the counU. S. headquarters released Walker, L. A. Rowland, Dee late Daniel Boone Outland who
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at seven p. m. with the Music great grandchildren; two great
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The conference was to in- last year ranging from $1 ti Route 5, Murray, is a patie it
differently.
$5 per hundred pounds, with at Western Baptist Hospital,
because the press of things to
Department Chorus giving the great grandchildren.
There are 41 new House clude party caucuses, which the largest
losses occurring on Paducah. He had knee surgery
program.
do has prevented us from visit- members and seven new
Four sons preceded her in
state were scheduled for this after- lower quality grades of leaf
on Wednesday of last week.
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Mrs. Rudd, age 76, died Thursone", a spokesman said.
TURF RCULISIS ARO AIR POLLUTION
Funeral services will be held day in Detroit, Mich,
She was 44 to 51. Normal lows 28 to 34.
at the ,h.nel of the J. H. Chur- a former
resident of the Lynn Turning colder mid week then
chill Funeral Nome with burial (rove community.
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Ten Years Ago Today
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James H. Blalock, United Fund Drive chairman, announced that
the 1960 drive has gone over the top.
Over 550 persons attended the annual Farm-City dinner held
at the Student Union Building.
Deaths reported are Noah E. Mills, age 54, and Math Allen
Pool, age 83.
Sgt and Mrs. Joe Cohoon and children, Max and Bonnie, of
Fort Sills, Okla., are the guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
N. E. Coboon and Mrs. Sue Ella Futrell.

.c•
James N. White, age 92, and Mrs. George Dilday, age 86,
are the deaths reported.
Murray State College beat Illinois College 80 to 42 in the
opening basketball game of the season.
"RAINREAU". . . . Dodging raindrops sod skirthig pedant. am Ransom a
BirthE reported include a boy to Mr and Mrs. J. W. Young slender red-head freshman, dashes to class across ths campus on a rainy
November day. Miss Reagan, a health and physical education mak*, is the
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Carltor Buchanan. and a boy to Mr. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny L. Reagan.
and Mrs. James Pierce,
Dr. J. W. Carr will celebrate his 90th birthday on December 13.

Let us watch and be sober.- 1 Thessalonians 5:6.
This call to sobriety means far more than abstinence from alcohol. We are called upon to live seriously, and not to be frivolous
or irresponsible toward life.

DATEUNE: THE MOON . . . One Apollo 12 astronaut is reflected in the face mask of the other as he snaps his companion's photo on the Moon's surface. The unidentified
Moon man holds one of the scientific experiments used in
the lunar walk.
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It's Matter
Of Life And
Breath

ailments. And millions of Amer.
icons suffer from prolonged,chronic respiratory diseases.
Supporting the struggle against
diseases is what
respiratory
Christmas Seals are all about.
Use them. Answer your Christmas Seal letter right now.
It's a matter of life and breath.

LEXINGTON, KY. - Small
farming operations 'face t h e
same problem of production
costs and profits as the manufacturer. Floyd M. Fuller, Aref
Extension Farm Management
Specialist at the U. of K. College of Agriculture, advises farmers to study their labor costi
as a method of determining profits.
Recent analysis of more than
500 Kentucky farm business records (kept by farmers enrolled in Farm Business Analysis
Groups located in the commerc
ial farming areas of Kentucky),
give some guides for farmers
to use in scheduling labor costs.
Guides are based on farm pro
duction figures rather than
farm sales figures.
Farm production is calculated
by adding farm sales to farm
inventory increases and subtracting purchased feeds and
livestock. The percent of production spent for labor, including the farm operator's time
calculated at above average
farm wage, revealed that tobacco and beef farms is 28%;
tobacco and hogs, 24%; tobacco
an' dairy farms, 24%; with
MOON UTTERBUGGED— The Apollo 12 Lunar Module resembles a section of a junk yard on
dairy farms only, 20%. Hog snd
the Moon after the Moon-walking astronauts completed their activities on the lunar suris at the
, of the LM's. footpads
cattle farms yield 13%, with
face and discarded tools, containers, straps and cables. On.
_
grain farms averaging 12%
lower left. This photo was brought back by the astronauts.
occurred
have
Variations
from year to year as weather
Investors could buy stocks on
influenced yield, and prices
Nebraska has had five capitol
the installment plan.
changed. The size of the farm
buildings -- two territorial capithrough
In 1958, fire swept
has not influenced any of these
tols in Omaha and three state
figures except on grain farms. By United Press International Our Lady of the Angels School capitols in Lincoln.
children
93
killing
Chicago,
in
Grain farms under 500 acres
Today is Monday, Dec. 1, the and three nuns.
will spend IV'i of their proWith the exception of Dallas
duction on labor while those 335th day of 1969 with 30 to
over 1400 acres will spend only follow.
In 1965, the Havana to Miami and San Antonio, Tex., the naThe moon is in its last refugee airlift began after an tion's 25 largest cities are served
10% of their production for
quarter.
Labor
agreement was reached with by water transportation,
The morning stars are Venus
Fuller cautions that these are
Cuban Premier Fidel Castro.
figures from normal farming and Jupiter.
Up to 4,000 Cuban refugees per
The evening stars are Mercu.iperstions in Kentucky, based
month were to be flown to
zpon the total farm production, ry, Mars and Saturn.
Florida.
farm operator share, landownOn this day in hLstory:
!rs' portion, and laborers allot- In
1917, Father Edward
ment given in lieu of wages.
Flanagan founded Boys Towns
Businessmen compute their near Omaha, Neb.
zosts and profits in terms of In 1953, the New York Stock
percent of sales. Labor costs as Exchange announced for the
a percent of sales is watched first time in history that
very closely. It can become a
man went looking for Amenc3
fixed percent of cost by placing
And
couldn't find it anywhere
labor on piece work and sales
persons on commission, or it

Mexican bandit Pancho Villa
A fun-tilled scene will soon
be everywhere. Perky, bright made his historic raid into
colors against sparkling snow. Amelan territcgy on CP- can be a controlled cost by inkit., March 9, 1016. creasing the efficiency or sales
Cheerful tots and a tall fir tree. iumb
of the worker.
The scene is the design of
The selling price for most
this year's Clarisilanas Seal.
products is kept in balance by
sales of competitive items by
As the holidy season creeps
other merchants. The customer
ever closer, the Seals will add
will usually select .the lower
of
millions
to
color and charm
price item of Similar quality.
cards and packages. To bundles
As a result, labor costs and
of gifts bringing warmth and
utilization is most important
the
Seals
fit
Christmas
cheer.
with the farmer as well as the
holiday mood exactly.
merchant.
But charm and cheer are
Farmers interested in tie acpart of the Christmas Seal story.
tivities of the Farm Business
Christmas Seals out last holiday
Analysis Groups should check
moods. They support a struggle
with their local County Extensthat takes twelve months every
ion Agent.
year. A struggle against emphysema, tuberculosis, smoking,
and air pollution. A struggle
that demands constant, tremenFIRE ESCAPE
dous effort,
BOSTON (UPI)- Bill Veeck,
The chance for everyone to
owner of Suffolk Downs, fled to
pitch in and join the struggle
safety down a fire escape
that comes at Christmastide.
Tuesday, when a tire broke out
Using Christmas Seals is part
in the kitchen of his living
of the fun and festivities and also
part of the serious struggle. MISS WORLD Eva Rueber- quarters at the track.
Veeck, a former baseball club
Acute respiratory infections Staler, 20, is crowned Miss
are the major cause of time lost World in London by film owner, told fire officials, smoke
from school and work. People actor Omar Sharif. The pho- from the blaze cut off his route
consult doctors for acute respir- tographer's model from Auss to the inside stairway and
atory diseases more often than tria received 17,000 and a elevator forcing him to make
his escape out of a window.
silver trophy.
for any other group of acute
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Raiders' str(
but managed
passes in 30
yari. Fifty-f
came on a
Bake Turner,
of the injured
The
victc
Raiders to rE
the Western
game over
the loss pr
from clinchin
Eastern Divis
In the oth
defeated Mi
Buffalo edged
Defensive t
intercepted ti
fourth quarte
Taliaferro
touchdowns t(
to their four
eight losses.
two touchdow
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CANNES FILM
FESTIVAL
WINNER,
- Sec is, Br a
Doetto

.IMINO PRODUCTION starr roc]
COWAN.,
AWE 411.sAk
Of NI P•001X10.6 werens

CHRISTOPHER PLUMMER SUSANNAH YORK. GLYNIS JOHNS
IAN ?AMEN.TOM BELL. ELAINE TL( JIM DALE
The Restoration
Comedy
About What
Cannot Be
Restored!

JACK NICHOLSON
:oLon• Released by COLUMBIA PICTURE

You need a friend now.
They're all sofaraway.
Call,get tender comfort
cause it been a long hard day.

111015111LA
adosken
adman
SEEK HUSBANDS' FATE -Swedish Premier Olaf Paime greets
U.S. Air Force wives Mrs. Bonnie Singleton Ilea) and Mrs.
Paula Hartness, both of Dallas, Tex., who are using Swedish
diplomatic channels to gain information about their husbands, lost in North Vietnam.

D&S CAPSULES
1.49
Sodefive for Temporary Relief of Simple Nervous Tension

Each Sapsule Contains Phenyitoloxamine Citrate
Salicy'amide

mg
130 mg

Distributed by

DALE & STUBBLEFIELD DRUGS
Murray, Ky. 12071

Phone 753 1231

SURVEYING THE MOON SITUATION Two American spacecraft may be seen parked crt the
Moon in photo made by the Apollo 12 astronauts. The Surveyor III Moon probe which landed unmanned in April l967 is in foreground :Ind the Apollo 12 liir—r—
ruMieTri TOT •
Charles Conrad and Alan Bean descended to the luflar surface is in background.

1- Dial your lovin' phone calls when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.
-_

So.ulhCentral Bell

No
No
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Lamonica Leads Raiders Over Lakers Meet
:jets27-14;Boston Tops Miami Farmogion
By FRED McMANE
UPI Sports Writer
%IL

Daryle Lamonica argues his
- point very well.
The cocky quarterback of the
Oakland Raiders has been
telling people for sometime that
he is as good as Joe Narnath.
All he wanted was a chance to
prove it before a New York
audience.
Lamonica got his chance
Sunday and outshone Namath
by completing 19 of 28 passes
for
333
yards
and
two
touchdowns to lead the Raiders
to a 27-14 victory over the Jets.
He couldn't have asked for a
bigger audience. An American
Football League record crowd
of 63,865 turned out in chilly 40
degree weather to witness the
contest.
•

aaa.

k yard on
unar surts at the

d five capitol
rritorial capid three state

tion of Dallas
Tex., the naties are served
ation.

14F_Alt4

after he was hit by a 'locker,
fell into cook, spun around and
picked the. ball out of Cook's
hands, then raced unmolested
into the end zone.
The heavy snowstorm forced
the two teams to fumble 10
times with Buffalo recovering
all seven Cincinnati fumbles.
Bruce Alford, however, managed to kick three field goals
for Buffalo despite the weather
conditions.

On Tuesday

The Calloway County Lek.
sr, will meet Farmington at
home Tuesday night with the
junior varstiy game starting
at 6:45 p. m. and the Varsity
game starting at II:00 P. m.
The Lakers are 4-2 for the
season with wins over Wingo,
Hickman Co., Secialla and
Lone Oak and losses to Carlisle Co.. and South Marshall.
The Laker* will be without the services of their 6'23S" junior center, Jimmy
Lassiter, who injured his knee
Jack Nicklaus won the Masttrs in practice last week and unGolf Championship three times derwent surgery at Western
Baptist Hospital In Paducah
—1963, 1965 and 1966.
led Wednesday.

for America
inywhere,

TIMES
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SPORTS

Weekend Upsets Mar Records
Of SEC Bowl Bound Elevens

Weekend Sports
Summary

Rams Clinch Coastal Division
Title With 24-12 Win Sunday
By VIT'0 STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
George Allen's Los Angeles
Rams have a chance to go one
up on Vince Lombardi this
could win the
year. They
championship — and all the

The Rams, attempting to
become the first NFL team to
go through the regular season
years boosted
undefeated in 27 years,
to
YORK
(UPI)—The
NEW
Elmo
Wright.
By JOHN JEANSONNE
by
11-0
record
to
their
Second-ranked Penn State, Detroit Pistons halted the New
UPI Sports Writer
headed for an Orange Bowl York Knicks' Ha-game National downing Lombardi's current
team, the Washington Redskins,
Georgia was upset Saturday date with No, 5 Missouri and Basketball Association winning 24-13.
by rival Georgia Tech, 6-0, still hopeful of a national string with a 110-98 victory,
The victory clinched the
prompting a Columbus, Ga., championship, received three
Coastal Division title for the
NEW
YORK
(UPI)—
King
touchdowns
from
running
back
newspaper editorial whic 11
the Emperor, a 16-1 shot, won the Rams for the second time in
Pittman
and
urged the Bulldogs to give up Charlie
Nittany
set
up
a $60,000 Stuyvesant Handicap at three seasons and moved them
Lion
defense
their Sun Bowl invitation—
Conference
goals
touchdown
and
two
field
Aqueduct by 21,4 leugais and Into the Western
preferably
to seventh-rated
title game on Dec. 27 against
during
a
33-8
romp
over
North
paid
$35.00.
Louisiana State.
the Minnesota Vikings, the
--The primary cause of the Carolina State.
Central Division champions.
Okla.
(UPI)—
STILLWATER,
mr
Bulldogs' loss Saturday was
Los Angeles meets Minnesota
Sundays
Games
game
single
Owens
set
a
1st
add
031s
x
x
Steve
x
state.
Namath, meanwhile, was put
NFL STANDINGS
Georgia Tech quarterback Jack
NCAA record with 55 carries next Sunday in a preview of
Under heavy pressure by the By United Press International Dallas at Pittsburgh
Williams and defensive back
Detroit
at
Baltimore
Oklahoma State. The their title match.
Tennessee
and
headFlorida,
against
East
Raiders' strong defensive line
Bubba floats.
Browns Clinch Crown
Green
Bay
at
Cleveland
Trophy
ed
for
a
Gator
showdown,
Heisman
Bowl
Oklahoma
Division
Century
but managed to complete 10
Williams led the underdog
Cleveland Browns
The
Minnesota
at
Los
Ang
in
W. L T. Pct.
passes in 30 attempts for 169
Yellow Jackets on an 80-yard each won handily as the Vols winner rushed for 216 yards
New
Orleans
at
clinched
the Century Division
Atlanta
second the Sooners' 28-27 victory.
8 2 1 .800
up
their
yards. Fifty-four of those yards x•Clevelanci
march for their only score in wrapped
crown with a 28-24 victory over
4 6 1 .400 St. Louis at New York
Southeastern
Conference
title
in
-came on a touchdown pass to St. Louis
the second period and Boats
the Chicago Bears to move into
3 8 0 .273 Washington at Phila.
MIAMI (UPI)-- The Miami
Bake aurner, playing in place New York
intercepted three passes as three years with a 40-27 rout of
Only
games
scheduled
Eastern Conference title
the
.001
1 10 0
Pittsburgh
of the injured Don Maynard.
Tech beat Georgia, a 12-point Vanderbilt and the Gators Floridians of the American game on Dec. 28. The Redskin
Capitol
'Division
35-16,
on
fired
whipped
Miami
Basketball
Association
(Fla.),
the
victory
enabled
The
favorite, for the first time in
AFL STANDINGS
W. L. T. Pct.
the offensive heroics of sopho- Jim Pollard and named Hal loss enabled the Dallas CowRaiders to regain first place in
By United Press International six years.
1
2-game lead in
boys to take a 2/
2
1
.800
8
Dallas
mores Tommy Durrance Car- Blitman their new coach.
the Western Division by a half
East
the Capitol Division and all but
5 4 2 .556
Raves.
los
John
Alvarez
and
Another
bowl-bound
team—
game over Kansas City, while Washington
W. L. T. Pct.
assured the Cowboys a berth
Philadelphia 4 6 1 .400
embarShatters Record
was
the loss prevented the Jets
8 4 0 .667 Alabama— also
against Cleveland.
7 0 .364 New York
New
Orleans
4
Sunday
Durrance scored three touchfrom clinching first place in the
liouston
5 5 2 .500 rassed in its final regularWest
In other games, Baltimore
three
downs,
broke
Alvarez
game
as
Auburn,
led
by
season
Eastern Division.
8
Boston
4
0 .333
Central Division
topped Atlanta, 13-6, Green Bay
HEAD
ISLAND,
S.C.
HILTON
SEC
records
and
Pat
pass
catching
quarterback
sophomore
In the other games, Boston
4 8 0 .333
W. L T. Pd. Buffalo
dropped New York, 20-10, New
defeated Miami, 38-23, and lealannesota 10 1 0 .900 Miami
2 9 1 .182 Sullivan, handed the Crimson Reaves shattered Babe Parilli's (UPI)—Arnold Palmer won his Orleans beat Philadelphia, 26Tide its worst defeat in 62 19-year-old conference record first tournament in 15 months
West
Buffalo edged Cincinnati, 16-13, Detroit
7 4 0 .636
with his 24th touchdown pass of by scoring a three-stroke 17, and St. Louis routed
W. L T. Pet years, 49-26.
Defensive back Larry Carwell Green Bay
6 5 0 345
season.
victory at 283 in the Heritage Pittsburgh, 47-10.
Fourth-Period
Surge
the
1
1 .909
10
intercepted two passes to set up Chicago
1 10 0 .091 Oakland
A pair of Roman Gabriel
halfback
Army
and
set
Elsewhere,
Classic.
scored
once
Kansas
Cay
Sulliman
10
2
.833
0
fourth quarter scores and Mike
Coastal Division
touchdown passes, a tough
--6 6 0 .500 up three other touchdowns and Lynn Moore, whose first choice
Taliaferro passed for three x-Los Ang. 11 0 0 1.000 San Diego
and
some costly
defense
4 7 1 .364 the Tigers broke the game open of colleges was Navy, torment- STOCKHOLM (UP!)— Nicola
touchdowns to lead the Patriots Baltimore
7 4 0 • .636 Denver
paved the
penalties
Redskin
beat
Hie
4 7 1 .364 with a 21-point surge in the ed the Midshipmen with a pair Pilic of Yugoslavia
to their fourth triumph against Atlanta
3 8 0 .273 Cincinnati
way for the Los Angeles
6-2
4-6,
Sunday's
Results
Romania
6-4,
and
206
Nastase
of
Alabama
touchdown
runs
period
to
send
of
fourth
eight losses. Jim Nance scored San Fran.
2
.222
2 7
victory.
Oakland 27 New York 14
to the Liberty Bowl, against yards rushing in powering the for the men's singles title in the
two touchdowns for the winners it-Clinched div. title.
Cleveland trailed 14-0 in the
Buffalo
16
Cincinnati
13
tennis
tourney.
Stockholm
Open
Colorado, with a mediocre 6-4 Cadets to a 27-0 decision.
Sundaes Results
stile Jim Kick scored twice
second period and 21-14 at
Boston 38 Miami 23
--Heisman Trophy winner Steve
record.
New Orleans 26 Phila 17
for the Dolphins.
halftime but rallied on 'the
Only games scheduled
set
Auburn's Astro - Bluebonnet °areas
a single-game MONTREAL (UPI) —Ottawa
Booker Edgersou stole the Los Ana. 24 Washington 13
a
passing of Bill Nelsen to win
Saturdays
Games
Saskatchewan,
29-11,
defeated
NCAA
carrying
55
record by
Bowl opponent, Houston, fiball from quarterback Greg Baltimore 13 Atlanta 8
the
game, Nelsen drove the
New
York
at
Houston
for
the
nished its season by thrashing times and gained 261 yards to In the Grey Cup game
Cook and raced 10 yards for a Cleveland 28 Chicago 24
Browns 90 yards in the fourth
Only game scheduled
Florida State, 41-13, as Jim lead Oklahoma past Oklahoma Canadian Football League title.
touchdown in the third quarter Green Bay 20 New York 10
Sunday's Games
games scheduled
Strong scored three touchdowns State, 28-27—a win which was
k tor the Bills' decisive score. Only Saturday's
Boston at San Diego
Games
DALLAS (UPI)— Roscoe Tanand Gary Mullins accounted for in doubt until the Cowboys
Edgerson, trying to recover his
Buffalo at Kan City
two more— one on a 51-yard run missed a two-point conversion ner
Mountain,
of Lookout
balance in ankle-deep snow Chicago at San Fran.
Cincinnati
at
Oakland
Only game scheduled
and the other on a 23-yard pass with 1:33 left.
Tenn., won the USLTA National
Denver at Miami
junior and boys 18 and under
Indoor tennis title with a 6-3, 108 triumph over Jimmy Connors
•
of Los Angeles,

DENNIS
-10PPE
hsom
umB,Apsciun

4

•

REISMAN WINNER—An excited Steve Owens and his wife Barbara are flanked by well wishing
onlookers as they bear the Dews flashed by telephone from New York Tuesday that he had won the
—UPI Telephoto
Reisman trophy.

y-Away

No Exchange
low...

No Refunds

with
Ron
period
Johnson
running seven yards with 3:56
left for the winning TD.
Punt Sets Up TD
A blocked punt in the fourth
period by reserve running tack
Larry Conjar set up a two-yard
touchdown run by Tom Matte
and handed the Colts the
victory over Atlanta.
Tom Dempsey kicked four
field goals and the New Orleans
defense intercepted four Norm
Snead passes as the Saints
downed Philadelphia.
three
Tim
Hart tossed
touchdown passes to Dave
Williams as the Cardinals
topped Pittsburgh. It was the
10th straight loss by Pittsburgh,
which is 1-10.
Don Horn passed for two
touchdowns as Green Bay
handed New York its seventh
straight loss. The Giants
controlled the tall for 46 of the
68 first-half plays but trailed 1310 at halftime as Horn tossed a
pass to
39-yard
touchdown
Donny Anderson and a 41-yard
pass to Carroll Dale.

Lew Leads
Bucks To
Win Sunday

FOR
Buy One Pair At Reg. Price Get A

Palmer Wins
Heritage

Nets Win
Seventh

College

Cleaners

L

All
New Fresh
Nationally

Second Pair Free!!

This offer includes Men's, Womens'and Childrens' Shoes!
You can mix them when buying, so bring the whole family!
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By JOHN JEANSONNE
UPI Sports Writer

There is some significance in
the fact that across the front of
Lew Alcindor's basketball uniform is written the word
"Bucks."
Milwaukee is beginning to
Aielleve Lew ist-lworth *111.4
million of them.
The National Basketball Assoc iatio n's wealthiest rookie
scored 23 points and grabbed 16
rebounds Sunday night while
holding his old college rival,
Elvin Hayes, to 14 points and
the
rebounds during
nine
Bucks' 111-99 victory over the
San Diego Rockets.
Alcindor had plenty of help as
five other Bucks scored in
double figures—Greg Smith
HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. with 20, Jon McGlocklin with
(UPI)—Reports of Arnold Pal- 15, and Bob Dandridge, Fred
from the Mets. I think they're a
mer's demise as a power on the Crawford and Flynn Robinson
By MILTON RICHMAN
great ball club and if I say
golf tour were very much with 14 apiece.
UPI Sports Writer
we're better it makes it sound
premature,
In other NBA games, Chicago
Over 40 and winless in nearly trimmed Los Angeles in overFORT LAUDERDALE, Fla. like sour grapes. But I honestly
have
way
because
we
same feel that
The New York Nets are 15 months, Palmer has been time, 116-114, Cincinnati downed
(UPI)— It
was
the
swimming pool and the same less holes to fill than they do." taking up where the New York all-but-written off as a threat to Philadelphia, 115-107, and Phoe''It's all over now and how do Knicks left off.
win any major tournament.
nix defeated Seattle, 116-108.
lounge chair.
But today, Palmer is very
The Knicks, hottest team in
Clem Haskins popped in a 15One year ago, give or take a you feel?"
"I'm embarrassed because the National Basketball Associ- much alive and $20,000 wealth- foot jumper with 28 seconds to
few weeks. Joe Nemeth
the Orioles' ation, had their record 18-game ier— a winner by three shots in go in overtime and Bob Love
sprawled lazily in it and had we lost," said
manager.
streak snapped Saturday night, the new $100,000 Heritage added a free throw with 10
gotten some sun on the end of
"What bothers you most?"
but the Nets, once the laughing Classic.
seconds left to clinch the Bulls'
his nose while talking about
"Just not being the best in stock of the rival American
Not only is Palmer alive, "I victory over injury-riddled Los
how the Jets were going to
world."
Basketball Association, made it hope and think I have a few Angeles
which has dropped
handle the Colts in the Super the
"Do people remind you of it a seven straight Sunday night more years in my golfing five straight.
Bowl.
lot?"
with a 106-103 victory over the career," he grinned, minutes
Haskins finished with 36
The baseball people are using
Lose Money
after holding his par putt on the points, including
seven in
Pittsburgh Pipers.
the same hotel here for their
come up
"Well,
a
lot
of
'em
The Nets, in raising their 18th green he played the tricky overtime. Love had 27 and Walt
meetings the Jets did a year to me and say, 'Hey, did I los
season record to 10-12 and Harbour Town golf course in 3- Wesley 20.
ago.
money on your guys.' I tell 'em moving into third place in the over-par 74, one-under for the
Happy Hairston scored 27
Somebody was lounging in
'I lost more than you did.'" Eastern Division. led by as tournament at 283.
points and pulled down 26
Joe Namath's chair Sunday and all,
later,
now,
six
weeks
Even
Palmer said he has been rebounds and teammate Jerry
many as 23 points but needed
it's too bad Joe couldn't be
Earl Weaver finds it rather Bill Melchionni's two free hitting the ball as well as ever West scored 38, but the Lakers
here for a look.
to swallow the fact throws in the final four seconds from tee to green in his last didn't have the manpower to
She was worth it. Big sun- difficult
that anybody beat his Orioles, to nail down their triumph. Ed four tournaments, but poor stay with the Bulls.
black
hair,
flowing
long
glasses,
"I don't know when a better Johnson led New York with 25 putting cost him. His putting
Tom Van Arsdale scored 31
longer legs and stacked neater
has been assembled. points while Barry Orms tallied Sunday was nothing to rave points and Oscar Robertson 26
overall than those crispy, ball club
tribute to 32 for the Pipers.
"That's
a
says.
he
about, but it was adequate to to help Cincinnati break Phicrunchy boxes of breakfast food
Harry Datton (Baltimore's vice In other ABA games, Miami hold off a determined bid by ladelphia's four-game winning
on your neighborhood grocer's
president -player personnel defeated Denver, 103-98, and Richard Crawford, who had a steak as the 76ers were unable
shelf.
director), all the people in the Kentucky downed Carolina, 120- 74— 286, and Beat Yancey, 72- to stay in the game when Bill
Looks In General Direction
286, who shared second.
Cunningham, who scored 26
Earl Weaver was looking in front office and all our scouts. 115.
As far as the World Series
By
beating the Rockets, Palmer last won Sept. 15, points, and Jim Washington
that general direction, but
look— you have to face Miami snapped a five-game 1968, at the Kemper Open— the fouled out in the fourth period.
before this gets him in trouble goes,
their pitchers simply out- losing streak and presented new longest stretch in his pro career
facts-Connie Hawkins, who finished
Marianna,
lovely
wife,
his
with
my pitchers."
pitched
Coach Hal Blitman with his without a victory.
with 26 points, sparked.a lastIt should be explained he was
the occupant of first victory. Blitman took over On a cool crisp, ideal day for minute surge which carried
talking
about the Orioles' At that point,
she for Jim Pollard, who was fired golf, only two players— Doug Phoenix to its first win in eight
chances next season coming off Joe Namath's chair decided
up
to just prior to Saturday night's Ford and Jack Ewing, both games and sank the Supers6-sun
and
got
enough
had
the licking they took in the
game. Don Freeman paced the with 70s— managed to better nics deeper into last place In
World Series six weeks ago leave.
Earl Weaver and the guy Floridians' offense with 30 par. Ford was alone in fourth the
Western Division— eight—
from the Mets.
games behind Atlanta,
"You said you still felt the with him both turned slightly, points and Spencer Haywood at 287.
a few degrees at tallied 32 for Denver.
Orioles were the best after the maybe only
a guy most. Look, you have to Lace Kentucky used the long-range
beat'em,"
Mets
of guards
Louie
shooting
reminded the stylishly dressed, facts.
Dampier and Dared Carrier to
lime-jacketed and gold-shirted
Baltimore manager. "You still FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla, down the Cougars, Dampier hit
(UPI)—George Sisler received on four three-point baskets and
think so?"
1411 Olive Blvd.
"Yes, I do," Weaver came a new five-year contract to Carrier chipped in with three
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
right back, "I certainly don't continue as president of the field goals from beyond the 25Truly Fine Cleaning
Phone 753-US!
want to take anything away International Baseball League. toot circle.
1

Sports Parade

o

By United Press International
Saturday

Pro Football Standings

k
wing!

&

510 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky
Glenn C. Wooden, Owner
Fiida. Till 8 .m. _

Advertised
Merchandise
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Country Journal
Worship
Morning Snow
CBS Morning News
Mormons Show
Jake Hess G0w4 ShowMcHate's Navy
Morning Watch
Today: With
Sol* Show
Today
Morning Watch
Bozo Show
le Today; Weather.
Captain Kanseror
Bozo Show
30 Today
TM Mete Douglas Show Bozo Show
:00 it Teen Two
The Mike Douglas Show Lucy Show
:30 Concentration
TM Mike Douglas Show He Said-She Said
:00 Sale of the Century Andy of Maytorry
Barbara Moore Stater
:30 Hollywood Soueras Love of Life
Barbara MOW. Shoe
:00 Jeopardy
Bewitched
Where the Heart Is
:30 Name Droppers
Search tor Tomorrow That Girl
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Mrs. Evelyn A. Salerno of
Perth Amboy, N.J., national vice
president of the National ExecuBENTON, Ky., Nov. 29 —
tive Housekeepers Association,
Karen Mathis, 17, will undergo
presided at the charter meeting
surgery Monday in Denver but
of the Twin Lakes Chapter on
her kidney transplant operation
Nov. 21 at Ken-Bar Inn., Gilwill be delayed.
bertsville.
W. J. Brien Jr., co-chairman
The meeting was concerned
of a fund-raising effort for Miss
with the aims of NEHA Thich
Mathis that brought $20,000 in
cub and pledges, today said a Include the promotion of educamember of the family Bad re- tional activities and high profesported Miss Mathis will hove sional rtandards and the formaboth kidneys removed ea Men- tion of better training methods
to improve employe efficiency.
day.
J. Edward Steward of VinThe young woman's blood
premiere is twining at a high cennes, Ind., governor of the
level, Brim said he was told, Central District, presented the
and removal of the iddnris is chapter with a banner. Mrs.
Katherine Kaelin of Sts. Mary
necessary now.
The time for the transplant and Elizabeth Hospital, the pressurgery, once scheduled for Dec. ident, presented the chapter
5, now is only tentative as per- with its gavel. The event was
observed with a dinner.
sonnel of Colorado General Roe
Mrs. Evelyn Palmer of Mureliminate
pita! work to find and
an infection on the floor of the ray is the president; Mrs. Doohospital where transplants are m Spears of Fuller-Morgan Hospital, vice president; Si ster
performed, Brien said.
Chiuiene Young of Lourdes, secMeanwhile, Miss Mathis will
retary; Mrs. Loetta Well s of
continue to receive artificial Ken-Bar,
treasurer.
treatments.
Only
tido* machine
Members of the board are
recently, a Kentucky boy with- Mrs.
Virginia Coates, Mrs. Erout kidneys was kept alive for
nestine S h or t t, Mrs. Jo Nell
about three months through arDawes, Mrs. LouEva Mathis,
tificial kidney machine treat- Mrs.
Thelma Ross and Aubrey
ments while he awaited a trans- Greer.
plant.
The new chapter will have Its
Brien, who said "This has first
meeting Dec. 1 at Lourdes
been amazing," happily report- Hospital.
ed this morning the $20,000 figure. Contributions have come
from as far away u Florida, he
said.
Playing card museum
One gift today in the amount
TURNHOUT, Belgium (UPI)of $10, came from a McCracken
County girl who recently had a The first playing card museum
kidney infection that lasted for in Europe has been established
in this town north of Antwerp
three months.
The fund-raising effort began by Belgian Minister for Cultural
days ago. The highlight came Affairs Frans van Mechelen.
Organizers say there are three
other major playing card col
* * *
lections in Europe, but all art
part of other museums. TurnThe sage grouse courtship
hout has been an internationally
commencesin the early part of
reputed playing card manufacFebruary and extends to June.
turing center for two centurise.
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By UNITED Plta88 INTERNATIONAL

PARIS - Andrew Ferrell, 29, an ostracized Black Panther
exile from the United States who said he also left Cuba because
the government was racist:
"The Cubans were faking on the world, especially on the revolutionaries and progressive people to the states, to keep their
International support strong."
WASHINGTON - Nicholas Johnson, member of the Federal
Communications Commission, criticising the television industry
in comments against a bill that Johnson said would all but automatically grant individual broadcast stations lifetime licenses:
"Television does to your mind what cotton candy does to your
body. It attracts your attention, makes you want it, and then
leaves you with nothing but an empty feeling and a toothache."
WASHINGTON. Attorney General John N. Mitchell, disaFreeing
with a report from the National Commission on the Causes and
Prevention of Violence, which holds that poverty is the main cause
of crime in the United 'States:
"No doubt some of our social evils contribute. But we shouldn't
accept poverty as an excuse for the commission of a crime."
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ONLY A FEW OF MANY GIFT IDEAS!!

YES! WE HAVE DISCOUNT
PRICES ON ALL TOYS!
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QUALITY NYLONS
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BABY
PEEK
'N PLAY
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FUNNY
PUMPER
Fill III Pump It!
Make Pump-a-Dohs!
4

More Talented
Than Most People!
Pump-it-yourself toy making toy that's easy to operate
and built to take rugged punishment. Kids crank out
Play-Doh figures in sharp detail and in Jig time with
Play-Doh, special molds and elbow action. 6 play molds.
four 6 oz. cans of Play-Doh and Funny Pumper machine
Included. For kids 3 to 10.

$4.44
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BAGS
'N THINGS
OR-111N6S
'N THINGS
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28c

Buy
Them
for a
Gift or
Stock Up

Your
Choice!

CORNING WARE SET

%ow
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OR MUNK

MINI MOTORIFIC
SPRINT RACING SET

.

NI
III Hell love a racing track all his own! Includes 2 MiniMotorific cars, tracks and switches of all descriptions, 2
activators. 2 hand controls, tubing stop walch. Its a
thrilling super-fast dual lane track set he'll really appreciate!
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GAME
1969
Ideal
Toy Corp.

Take your choice of 2 action packed games—or get both!
Battling Tops entertains 2 to 4 players who spin their
high speed tops into the center of the arena and battle
it out Kerplunk is for skillful, lucky players with steady
hands and keen eyes Plastic tower with 30 plastic sticks
and 40 marbles itded.

$8.99
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FOR THE LADIES!
Chanel No.5 - Cody Revlon - Tabu - Ambush -Wind Song White Shoulders - Intimate - My Sin - plus
man More, ALL AT
REDUCED PRICES
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LADY SUNBEAM RAZOR
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$988
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ThiS Clamp

III appreciate
carrying c
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flf.95
Value
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A gift to be used and appreciated thru the years! This Lady Sunbeam
"twin head" shaver in pink hal one shaving head for underarms, the III
other side for legs. Gives you fast. safe and smooth, feminine executing action. Packaged in lovely tit; case.
Ill

Model
LS4B

Introducin
III C1RONIC
Instantly .
III you luxur
any 110 vi
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DESIGNED FOR THAT "SPECIAL" LADY ...

Just blow the magic penguin whistle . . he
comes to you. He waddles, squeaks AND stops by
himself! It's tweet, tweet go from you and
squeak, squeak, squeak from the Tricky Peter
Penguin. Youngsters of all ages .will be entertained by this clever toy that's another hit by
Remo°. Come in and see how Tricky Peter Penguin works—you'll be amasedl
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It's tt
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TRICKY
PETER PENGUIN
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sauce pans, 1 qt. sauce:maker, 2 petite pans in gift box. Limited time

Ideal
Toy
Corp.

•••••••••
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Melt Jove this famous Corning Ware set for cooking, baking, trees-
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A LONG-LASTING GIFT!
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8.88

by
REMCO
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Stock up now! This week only, these
quality panty hose with knitted in heel
and toe in 4 sizes are yours for only
76c1 100% nylon, mai:ale= stretch.

Have a space man in the house with
this astronaut base that really launches
missile. Includes space control center,
launch pad and operating gantrY, figures, rescue coptor, rocket and astronaut vans, operations area, tube connected earphone and real recordings!

Rings 'n Things and Bags 'n Things add that extra touch
of glamour to every little girl! You can compare bags
you make with Bags 'n Things to bags selling for $10 or
more. Kit includes heating unit, flower mold, safety pin,
bag of findings, connectors, Ruperplastic and mixing
stick. Rings 'n Things kit includes all the "musts" for
attractive, creative rings.
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THIS WEEK ONLY!

VOICE
CONTROL
ASTRONAUT
BASE
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QUALITY PANTY HOSE

YOU Make Them!

III
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The only doll in the world who does things most people
can't do--that's Baby Peek 'N Play! Just clap your hands
and she plays peek-a-boo, picks up her bottle and drinks
It, raises her arms to come to you. Most amazing of all,
she plays an accordion. 18" high and beautifully dressed.
Requires 2 "D" cell batteries not inc1ucied.
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on a Large Supply for Yourself

III

III
III
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Strsak-Freel
Toe
Knitted-In Heel
Seamless Mesh'

IOW

t‘

I!

First Quality! 100% Nylon!

If you've seen 'em on TV . . . Say -Rite has'em!
These are only a few of Many Toys at Discount Prices!

III
RIVERSIDE, Calif.. Dr. Timothy F. Leary, who faces trial
today on charges of contributing to the delinquency of a minor
for a case in which a 17-year-old girl drowned while swimming
allegedly under the influence of LSD.
"Since this is a religious struggle wears engaged in, I proudly
lonfess to hiving contributed to the delinquency of over 30 million
,jogog people, who are, in fact, rapidly becoming the majority.'
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Quotes From The News
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SHOP
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Mrs. Palmer
Is President
Of NEHA
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• MS.

EARLY ----- GET
TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES
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Mathis Girl
Transplant
Is Delayed

.
• .151
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Be a Smart
Santa...

TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
Wth.
Sum e. News; WM,'
News
00 News Whir WS
Sots
:30 I Dream of JeannieNational Geographic
Billy Greiam
:00 Debbie Reynolds
Special
Crlif. Crusade
:30 Julia
The Red Skelton Show
Movie
:00 First Tuesday
The Red Skelon Show "River to
Governor end LI.
:30 First Tuesday
No Return"
.00 First Tuesday
The Engelbert
CBS Reports
Nurnpe.ciinck Show
:30 First Tuesday
"Timetable-Viagnam"
:00 News, Wtnr
Sots News; whir.; Snorts News, Nthr; Soorts
:30 Tonight Show
The Mere Griffin Show Movie:
.00 Tonight Show
The Mery Griffin Show "No Van is An
:30 Tonight Show
The Mery Griffin Show Island"
Movie
:00 The Untouchables Wonderful World of
Sports
:30 TM Untouchables
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DISCOBT DUG CENTERS

TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
:00 The Noon Show
News: singino Cony Dream House
:30 The Noon Show
As the World Turns
Let's Make a Deal_
:113 Days of Our LIvessAany Sotendored Thing The Newlywed -Garr :30 The Doctors
The Guiding Light
The Dating Game
:03 Another World
Secret Storm
Genera, Hosp.tal
:30 Bright Promises
The Edo* of Night
One Lite To Live
:00 Letters to Laugh-In Garner Pyle, USMC
Dark Shadows
:30 To Tell the Truth Gtiligarrs Island
Flipper
Movie
.00 Beat the Clock
The Beverly Holt, He
30 16th Avenue South
"Battle of The
i Love LVCY
:05 letti Avenue South
Worlds"
ABC Evenino New.
:30 Huntley-Brinkley
CBS Eirine News
Dick Von Drke Snos
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TUESDAY liORNING PROGRAMS
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Ckaaael 4
Channel 0
Ckaaael 5
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

• 00 News Whir, Sots News. WhirSuoris News, Whir. Sots.
V .30 My 5VOI10, Welcome Gunamoke
The Musk Scene
:011 Rowan and Martin's Gummi**
Scone: People
•
.38 LoupNin
Nere's Lucy
TM taro People
Movie:
Mayberry R F D
rale Draken'
:* "Soy With A
CBS Playhouse
Calif. Crusade
la .03 Cold Nose"
SPecial
Love American Stele
7
30 Movie
"Sedbird"
Love American Style
Sots News, Whir.. Sots.
Oe News Whir
News. Way.; SOWN
10 :30 The Tonight Show The Mery Griffin Show Basketball:
00 he Tonight Show The Mery Grtenri Show Verve vi.
11 •30 the Tonight Show TM Miry Gratin Show Citadel
e ro 00 The Untouchables
Basketball
if. .30 TM Untouchables
Hollywood At Night
Hollywood Al Night
Hollywood At Night
_31
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ALL THE FAMILY
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CHRISTMAS

Jade East. English Leather - Old Spice
Hai Karate - Faberge - British Sterling
9 Flags...If you see it on TV,Say-Rite
has it!
OLD SPICE
AFTER SHAVE
$1.2y,alue
...
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for a fragrance
women apprpeclatel

III

Gift
Wrappings,
Ornaments,
Candles,
Novelties,
All Christmas _
Needs Discount.

MESSAGE THAT'S MEMORABLE
Largest Selection of Cards in
This Entire Area

1/2 PRICE

Dar

18

.1

ENJOY MOM%
SAVINI1 IN OUR MANY
EXCLUSIVE DEPARTMENTS

SEND A

II
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BEL-AIR!

COMPARE SAV-RITE'S PRICES
ON COMPLETE STOCKS
OF CHRISTMAS SUPPLIES!
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OVER 5,000 ITEMS
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ALL MEN'S IC SETS AR REDUCED
NOW! WHY PAY MORE?

SO

JADE EAST AFTER SHAVE
by Swank
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CHRISTMAS PAPER
/
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Value
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JUST
ARRI‘
JED‘
'
Fresh
shipment

ANY MAN WOULD APPRECIATE A

III

SCRIPT° BUTANE LIGHTER

of

It's the one Butane Lighter that really
works. Discount prices start at '3.98.

III

1 CAN OF BUTANE LIGHTER FLUID
($1.31 Value) FREE with any Scrlpto
Lighter purchased thls weekl
ill GET HIM THE VERY LATEST III

hi

NEW SCHICK ELECTRONIC
HOT LATHER DISPENSER
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RIGHT GUARD DEODORANT
I
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with Earphone and Case

UI

This compact transistor with

AM-and FM is sure to be
III appreciated by anyone on yourboth
list. Has earphone and deluxe
carrying case.
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$1.09
Value

TRANSISTOR AM-FM RADIO
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A WELCOME GIFT FOR ANYONE!!
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Volvo

$14
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2 Second Spray Gives
24 Hour Protection!

CREST

S1.0 5

58

0

Family Size
Toothpaste

X

Ili

58
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METALIZED ICICLES
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DUTCH MILL candies - exclusive at
Say-Rite in this area. It'r
America's finest quality candy fresh daily
fr^m the candy mills.
Remember, you ain't lived until you've
tried DUTCH MILU

200 Count . . . Extra Long
Flame-Proof .. . Tangle Proof

II

4boxes 89(
Or 23e Per Box

CHRISTMAS TREE SKIRT
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Flame-Resistant, Poly-Tex . .
Made In U.S.A. . . . Encircles Base of Tree
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TAGS, CARDS & SEALS
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Big Variety of Each
in Large Package

Reg., Super or
or Gentle
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Instant Stick-0

9$s
Value

TONI HOME PERMANENT
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25 STICK-ON BOWS

Reg. or Mint

Se. Our Complete
Line of Radios!

I"

Say-Rite's
Low Prace

IN

RIGHT

.111141
Toys, toys and more toys - ALL AT TOTAL
DISCOUNT PRICES.
If you've seen 'em on TV, Say-Rite has 'ern!
You'll agree, no one but
Santa Claus has more toys than Say-Rite!
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I Christmas Light Sets

$128
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All American Made by Noma! Pre-tested. Each
Light Burns Separately!
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MELIO-MIST
HAIR SPRAY
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Averything for the smoker! . . . includin
g "008", the wife oleoqini
:
o exclusive in our large pipe and
tobacco department. We
aye many exclusive smoker items in all
price r-mgcs.
111111mh An&
'

9 a.m.- 9 p. m. MON.- SAT.
1-6 SUNDAYS

III

iii
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See Say-Rite for all your Christmas candies and nuts We
have a wide selection of Brachs candy famous for freshness
and quality .. . choose hard rock candy, chocolates or Christ
mas mints
they're all discount priced!
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Guaranteed
To Light!
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Never sticky
or tlekyl
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8 Different Colors On 1 Spool!
Waterproof! Won't Tear!
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Alka-Seitzer
X

38

Value
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100 FT, SUPERSTRONG RIBBON

Say-Rite. . . Headquarters for All
Your Health & Beauty Aids!
694

16.88

Ill
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25 TABLETS

Introducing a new way to shave - the new SCMCK
MIK.
CMONIC HOT LATHER D'SPFNSR! Gives you hot lather
Instantly . . just a flick of the switch turns heet on to give
you luxurious Lather for a truly enjoyable shave Plugs into
any 110 volt A.C.outlet.
1111.11
Value

PECANS

Value

This Ad
Features
Only a
Few of
MANY Gift
Items and
Christmas Needs
Discount Priced!

I"

!I!
III

You'll find our Gift Shoppe brimming isPer with
gifts ti please c!ny
taste find any budget! Christlias shopping is easy at
the Gift Shoppe
where you can also have your gifts attractively
wrapped.
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We Dare You To Try HI
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Reg. or Foil
6 Large Rolls
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Every woman loves jewelry and Say-Rite has a wonderful variety
to
choose from including the most famous, popular brand names. You'll
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r1 Mrs. J. B. Burkeen . . .
Monday, December 1
Baptist
Grove
The Elm
Church will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at the church with Mn- Bobby
Burkeen as the leader.
•••
The Kathleen Jones Group
of the First Baptist Church
WMS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Solon Darnell at 7:15 p.m.
•••
The Lottle Moon Group of
the First Baptist Church WMS
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Rudolph Howard at 5:30 p.m.
The hostesses will serve a light
meal.
i.e
The First Baptist Church
WMS will open its week of
prayer programs at the church
at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Harold
G. Beaman as leader
• ••

Phase 753-1917 or 753-49417
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of determining in your own
mind a course of action. For.
mal decision making consists of
three basic steps: (1) Seeking
various alternatives or solue
Gas for the problem. (2) Thinking through the alternatives.
(3) Choosing the best alternative in keeping with the family
values, standards, goals and resources. — Irma Hamilton, Mayfield, Ky. 42066. Telephone 2472334.
• ••
Would you like to know how
to get the most for your money
when you go shopping? Or how
to make a slip cover for a chair
in your living room? Or how
to put a new plug on an appliance cord? Or how deep to
plant tulip bulbs?
Then the University of Kenfective complaint?
tucky Cooperative Extension
Don't complain to your neighService can help you. The Exbor or a clerk; complain to
tension Service publishes cir
someone at the "top". The top
culers and leaflets on many
person is someone who cares
subjects related to the home,
whether he loses or keeps a
garden — and most of
customer, so go to the owner, lawn and
available ta you withmanager, buyer or write to the these are
charge
at your local Exout
manufacturer. Be courteous and
Maxine
constructive with your com- tension ()Mee, — Mrs.
Griffin, Federal Bldg., Clinton,
plaint.
Telephone 653-2231
Another important suggest- Ky. 42031.
ion you should not overlook
when merchandise is liked and
appreciated is that the same top
people would like to hear about
it too. — Mrs. Catherine C.
Thompson, Hickman, K,entucky
42050. Telephone 236-2351.
• •
Will you be baking pies for
the holiday season? If the mertngue tapping on your pie
seems to shrink from the crust,
it's because it was not sealed
before being put in the oven.
Make sure that the meringue
The
touches the edge of the pie
crust. — Pat Everett, Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025 Telephone 527-6601.
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'Reality' will jolt
hubIy to his senses
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: What advice have you for a middle-aged
wife, whose middle-aged husband seems to be infatuated with
a young divorcee? They teach in the same school.
John [not his real name] pretends his interest in her is
strictly paternal, but the frequency with which her name
comes into the conversation and the excuses he makes to
drive by her house on week-ends makes me believe otherwise. I'm sure this young woman has no romantic interest in
my husband. In fact she's dating a young, single teacher
now, and when this came to light John displayed such jealousy I actually felt sorry for him
If John has been as obvious about his feelings among his
fellow teachers as he has been at home, I'm afraid his
colleagues may be misled about his character. He is really
an upright and moral man.
He seems to get a lift out of all this, and I admit I get a
beneficial fallout from his current infatuation.
I love him very much, but wonder if I should DO
anything about this situation?
JOHN'S WIFE
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The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have its Christmas decorating
party for the ground floor of
the club house at nine a.m.
with Mrs. J. W. Young as chairmen All members are urged
to attend Mrs. J. B. Wilson
and Mrs. Dick Sykes are hostesses.
•• 0,
The Murray Woman's Club
will have its Christmas program by the Music Department
Researcher Kathy McGarr and Isch the sciatic* cat.
Chorus under the direction of
Mrs Josiah Darnall at 7: p.m.
By JAMES N. MILLER
DEAR WIFE: John may be "infatuated" with the young
The public is invited to attend
Central Press Association Correspondent
• ••
STANFORD, Calif.--A tomcat named Isch, who missed a lot
woman. but she's obviously not infatuated with John, so your
of cat naps by helping scientists gain a better understanding of
The Olga Hampton WMS of
biggest (viscera is keeping your man front making a fool of
mental illness, has returned to the leisure class after two years the Sinking Springs Baptist
himself.
of service to science.
Church will meet at seven pm.
Since he claims his interest in her is "paternal," why not
Isch used to work for a Stanford University medical team as at the church.
adopt a "maternal" interest In her? Invite her and her young
•••
an experimental subject in sleep and dream research. Now he's
single friend over. Let John get a good look at both of them.
happy to be a pet. However, several tiny electric wires had to be
The Coldwater United MeIt may hurt for a little while, but a good dose of
removed from his head before he could return to normal life.
thodist Church WSCS will meet
reality is
After a painless operation, Isch has gone to live with Kathy at the church at seven p.m.
sometimes necessary to put things in their proper
perspecMcGarr, a research assistant in
•• •
tive.
the sleep laboratory, and her ical gives rise to abnormal beTuesday, December 2
husband. Bill, a graduate stu- havior, and in addition, seems
Licensed practical nurses of
DEAR ABBY: We have had several discussions
dent in business at Stanford. to cause hallucinations during
with
district 17 will have their
some very intelligent people and we still disagree
Kathy says that when she first the wakeful periods.
on this
• •
Christmas party at the Holiday
took the tomcat home he was
question. Is a Jew a Jew because of his religion?
Or beABNORMAL behavior was Inn at seven o'clock in the
afraid to go more than five feet
cause of his race?
WONDERING
evening.
Bring
a
displayed
$2.00
gift
to
the
by
after
cats
test
from the front door.
"But now," Kathy says, "Isch they were given a drug which exchange.
DEAR WONDERING: I like Ben Garton's mower
• ••
to
Is not so dependent on human depleted the brain's supply of a
"What is a Jew?""A Jew is anyone who says be
is."
company. In fact, I think he is substance called serotonin. DurThe Elm
Baptist
Grove
majoring in 'neighborhood ex- ing these periods their brain Church will meet at 1:30 p.m.
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem which I sin sure
ploration' and minoring in 'snif- patterns were similar to dream at the church with Mrs. Zella
many
patterns, indicating that actual- Futrell as the leader.
fing'."
other married couples have had to face. I think
I have made
• • •
ly the animals were dreaming
•••
the right decision, but I want you to reassure
me, Abby, as I
ISCH and half a dozen other while awake.
Group LI of the Christian Wocould be wrong.
cats were featured in studies
"After our series of dream men's Fellowship of the First
My mother is not speaking to me because I told
which have led Stanford neuro- tests, we felt that Isch had
her that
physiologist William C. Dement served us well, so we retired Christian Church will meet at — my husband and I will be having Christmas dinner with HIS
the
home
of
Marvin
Mrs.
Fulton
parents this year. We have spent the last two
and his team to a new discovery him," explains Dr. Harry B. CoChristmas
about the nature of mental ill- hen, a member of the research with Mrs. A. Carman as cohon
dinners land Thanksgiving, tool with MY family,
and now I
tess
p.m.
two
at
Mrs. Harlan
ness and its relationship to sleep team. The team rehabilitated
think it's time we went to HIS mother's
for Christmas
and dreaming.
Zech, as they did ail the other Hodges will give the lesson.
dinner.
•••
The cats provided the brain realearch cats, by performing
My mother told me that there is an unwritten
Murray Assembly No. 19 Orwave data which have furnished the operation. Now the sniffy
"law" that
married daughters always spend ALL the holidays
clues that a defect in the tune- cat is free to play all day. If he der of the Rainbow for Girls
with the
will meet at the Masonic Hall
girl's family. I have never heard of such a
tion of an essential brain chem- can stay awake.
"law" and I told
at seven p.m.
her I thought it was ridiculous.
• ••
Don't suggest that his family and mine
get together for
The Goshen United Methodist
Christmas dinner because it would never
work out They are
Church WSCS is scheduled to
both too large, and besides, they don't get
along that well. So
meet at the church at seven
who is right? My mother or I?
p.m.
HATES HOLIDAYS
• ••
DEAR HATES: You are right! Why
not spend ThanksThe Delta Department of the
giving with one family and Christmas
with the other? And
Murray Woman's Club will meet
alternate every year.
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Christmas cards will cost, but Hostesses will be Dr. Mary EliDEAR ABBY: This is for the single
certainly the public is spending zabeth Bell, Mrs. Helen Bengirl of the "Back
By GAY PAULEY
Alley Intimacies" with married men:
more for each card, or nett, Mrs. William B. Britton,
UPI Women's Editor
"upgrading" quality of Miss Calara Eagle, Miss Ruble
"Would you still have time to dance
around the dining
NEW YORK (UPI)—"Peace selections.
Smith, and Mrs. Edd Glover
room table with HIM if you had
four kids to run after, clean
• ••
on Earth..." the angels sang two
The artists group, however,
the house, do the laundry and
cooking and run to the store
thousand years ago to herald the makes a price estimate —
The Kappa Department of the
"over
for HIS beer, and still hold down an
birth of the Christ Child.
outside job to make ends
$1 billion". In 1939, by Murray Woman's Club will have
meet? I doubt it.
The peace theme speaks out contrast, we spent $88 million. an open meeting at the club
I
got
your letter to Abby thrown at
just as strongly today in the
me last night, so
The message in many cards house with the "Kids, Carols 'n
while two of Our kids are in
1969 Christmas cards, as a world this year continues the religious Claus". Hostesses will be Mesthe tub, and before I do the
dishes
and
is torn over the war in Vietnam motif, ever a favorite theme. As Games Richard Knight, Glenn
shampoo the rugs I will try to find time
to write
this. I think I'll have about ten free
and the conflict in the Mideast. always, the association says the Rogers, Bobby Toon, Charles D.
minutes to make myself
"Probably no single Madonna and Child are by far Outland, Robert J. McCoart,
beautiful so I can dance around the
dining room table with
Christmas card design and the favorite subject. Depictions and James Stabler.
my husband, so he won't go
looking for any back alley
•
•
•
message idea has ever taken on
intimacies with the likes of you!" [Abby,
please print this. I
The Annie Armstrong Group
more importance than the plea of the Madonna include
am so furious I could cbokp'j
MARY LOU IN SAN MATEO
for peace," says the National reproductions of the great of the First Baptist Church
Association of Greeting Card paintings by Michelangelo. Van WMS will meet at the home of
What's your problem? You'll feel better il you get it off
Publishers. "Many of these cards Dyck, Correggio and others, plus Mrs. W. J. Pitman at 7:30 p.m.
• ••
year chest. Write to ABBY, Box alrfell, Los Angeles. Cal.
simply use the word 'peace' modern interpretations. Also in
Mee. For a personal reply eseleoe stamped. addressed
The First Baptist Church
rendered in countless different the religious category are the
envelope.
ways as the main design of the journey to Bethlehem, the WMS will meet at the church
Adoration of the Shepherds, the at 9:30 a.m. with Mrs. Hugh
card.
Noffsinger as leader.
"Some continue the peace Nativity, and the Wise Men.
ray Woman's Club.
Moore as the leader.
•• •
This year, some cards show
• ••
•*•
theme in the message they
convey such as, `May the year an adult Christ, Shannon added
The Town and Country HomeSaturday, December 6
Wednesday, December 3
ahead be the best, a year of — a bearded young man. And
Mrs. Richard and Mary BroeThe Elm
Grove
Baptist makers Club will meet at the
peace, happiness, good health scenes of the Last Supper. Church will meet at 7:00 pm. home of Mrs. Ronald Geenens ringmeyer will be hosts for the
traditional of Easter, are at the church
dinner.
and good fortune.'"
nspnithiy meeting of District I
with Juanita Lee for a potluck
•• •
showing in the Christmas as the leader.
Ohlorpractic Association at the
The First Baptist Church Grecian Steak House.
*•*
collections.
•••
•••
For adults or children, there
The Cherfy Corner Baptist WMS will meet at the churcn
On other cards, the words
The Welcome Wagon New"love" and "peace" are used are the usual Santas and Church V•rhLS is scheduled to at 9:30 a. m. with Mrs. Robert
H. Billington as the leader.
comers Club will have a buffet
Interchangeably. And some cards reindeer, toy packs, electric meet at the church at seven
C'S
dinner at the Holiday Inn a
p. m.
go into more detail, like the one trains, and the like.
The Immanuel Lutheran Wo 7:30 p.m For reservations con•••
And a good deal of whimsy
that tells the recipient—"hoped
men's
Missionary
League will tact Mrs. M D. Hassell 7
The Faxon Mothers Club will
for, strived for, still pursued and has crept into designs. Or is it
at 1:30 p. m. have its Christmas party at the 5640 by November 30.
uppermost in the mind, the more truth than fantasy when meet at the school
home of Mrs. Marilyn Adams,
Si.
•••
age-old wish for Peace on Earth one card's message is, "My, how
The Flint Baptist Church 1603 Miller, at 7:30 p. in
time flies. It seems like only
•••
In the opinion of an
Goodwill to all mankind." Other yesterday when I took
down the WMS will meet at the church
Friday, December 5
16-year-old Englishman visiting
St seven p. m.
cards introduce the plea for mistletoe". Look inside and
the
The
Elm
•• •
Grove
Baptist New York. American girls are
peace in many languages.
message finishes, "Come to
Church will meet at 1.30 pm the most beautiful and least
Thursday, December 4
"This peace motif really think of it, it WAS only
The Elm
blossomed," said Steven yesterday."
Grove
Baptist at the church with Mrs. Bessie profound in the world, and
Colson as the leader.
American males are obsessed by
Church
will
meet
at
130
Shannon, executive director of
p.m.
Or how about this one for
• ••
three topics — sex, cars, virility.
at
church
the
with
Stella Futthe association, who goes laughs, suggested only for
The Waiting Wives Club will Philip Fox who
reported on his
through some 40 major someone you know pretty well. rell as the leader.
meet with Mrs. Ann Kelly Dod- observations
• ••
in one teen
manufacturers' collections each The message reads, "I told Santa
son,
1202
Peggy
Ann Drive, at magazine says his reaction
The Annual Bell-Ringer beneseason
to
you were a good girl this year
seven p. in.
American males may stem from
"Peace is the word this year," and do you know what he fit card party will be held at
• ••
the
Woman's Club House at
envy. "but I do believe that
says the American Artists said?"! — 'Ho! Ho! Ho!'
The Senior Citizens Club will
1:30 p.m. Dessert will be servthere exists in the States weird
Group, Inc., whose designs
"Merry Christmas."
meet
at
the
Murray
Woman's cult of.
ed first. Canasta und bridgs
masculinity that is
feature works of contemporary
Club
House at noon for a potmay be played Prizes will be
wholly alien to an Englishman."
painters.
luck
dinner.
A
party
will
folgiven
for
high at each table. A
When it comes to designing
Whatever their selections,
low. Hosts will be Mr. and Mrs.
During the Christmas season,
Americans will send cards by the their own clothes. teen-age bell ringing will stop the game 0. C. McLernore, Breen
Tolley,
at
3
30
p
m
Make
reservatio-i
s
billions this Yule. an estimated seamstresses apparently aren't
Lochie Hart, Goldia Curd, Olive 65 per cent of the toy buyers
by
calling
one
of
the
following
have a particular toy in mind
dime billion of them, ,Shanrion...named on by the_maxi coat
Dollie Haley.
Mrs Lenvel Yates, Mrs. Freed Hagan, and S'S
before they go shopping.. In
said, or half of the total greeting silhouette now in vogue. The
1969 finalists in the Singer Cotham, Mrs. L. C. Hendon
almost four out o? 10 cases,
cards pure/lased all sear.
The
First
Church
Baptist
Tickets $1.25 Funds to be used
WMS will meet at 9.30 a m. at when the buyer has a particular
Shannon says it is difficult to World St ylemaker Contest made for community projacts of
the
coats
that
grazed
onls
knee
the
pinpoint how much the
Garden Denartment of the Mur- the church with Mrs_ Ray P. toy in mind,' it is because the
child asked for it.

Peace theme
in yule cards
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A Tomcat Named Isch

A Servant of Science

..............•.....,

MURRAY. ICRNTUCXY

Since Christmas is just around the corner, I would like
to suggest a criteria for selecting a good toy.
1. The play material must be
safe as well as fun. Check for
roundness of edges and protrusions unless opposite qualities are essential characteristics
of toy. Toys for very young
children should hove few or no
small parts. For electrically operated toys, check wires and
circuits. 2. The child should be
able to understand what he is
playing with The toy should
require minimum supervision.
It should be challenging but
also afford opportunity for achievement. 3. Toys should be
socially healthful and reflect
wholesome values. 4. The toy
should be durable. Those that
stimulate active physical play
should be able to take a lot of
wear and tear. 5. Toys should
have an esthetic appeal. 6. Toys
should provide a real value for
the priee. The best toys have
multiple uses that lead the child
to new and worthwhile discov_ries. Suggested educational
•••
toys for various age groups will
Planning Your Home for
• ollaw, — Mrs Barletta Direher, Murray, Ky. 42071. Tele- Family Cammunication — When
the children's play area, both
hone 7511452.
indoors and out, is planned
• ••
near the work area of the home,
U you want to intensify the children can learn by observing
picture you are framing, use mother at work while she can
supervise play — Mrs Juanita
3 neutral mat. Mati of gray,,
beige and ivory fade into the Amonett, Courthouse, Paducah,
442-2718.
background and give the picture Ky. 43001. Telephone
•••
more emphasis. — Mrs. MildMANAGEMENT — Before
red W. Potts,'La Center, Kentucky 42056. Telephone 665- making major decisions, families should ask themselves
5671
these questions: What is our
•••
Do you as a consumer have a problem or situation? Why do
complaint for clothing merchan- we need to make a decision?
dise you have found unsatisfac- What information would help
tory? How do you make an ef- us make the best decision for
us? Decision making is the act
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hostess can help you
over the anxiety of getting acquainted in new
surroundings and make
you feel at "Home
Sweet Home," again.
She will bring gifts and
vital information from
your neighborhood burliness and civic leaders
Call Linda Adams
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has the most accurate
watch in the world.
Accutron by Bulova
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ACCUTION "224"
Railroad Approved
$121.

ACCLITION "42$
Full Roman dial
$135.

CALENDAR "Y144 gold filled
$17S.

'faithful
of the
thirty y
years in
Club, c
of [Jo
serving
and as
rimy
actiivties

DATE AND DAT "5145 solid pia
1121S.

.
What accounts for this extraordinary
accuracy? Instead of the usual wheels and
springs. Accutron has a tiny, electronically-driven
tuning fork whose vibrations split
each second into 360 precise little intervals.
Ordinary watches have balance wheels.
The balance vyheel splits the second.too.
Into 5 or 10 intervals. And not so precisely.
That's why boiance wheel watches can't
compete with tuning fork time
Because of that tuning fork, we can
guarantee Accutron accuracy to within a
minute
a month'.
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EAST SIDE SQUARE
FACTORY APPROVED SERVICE
DEPARTMENT

owi will ohint to this tolerance. if necessary
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BrixSO 71-agie
"LAW Fne
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rsity of Kene Extension
you. The Ex.ublishes cir
ts on many
o the home,
and most of
• to you withiur local ExMrs Maxine
Clinton,
one 653-2231

ItlIAL ESTATE FOE SALE

MEN-TRAIN NOW
FOR A BIG PAY JOB
AS A CLAIMS ADJUSTER

Former U.S. Army mechanic and service station attendant, EDWARD 0. PAIGE, is now
employed as
staff adjuster by Free State Aguilar&
in Virginia.
"Tour I.A.S. Homii-Study Course is, in my
opinion,
the best that can be obtained. Also, the Resident
Training I received gave me a good working knowledge and understanding of the claim adjusting
business."
You can earn top money in this fast moving, action
packed field. Insurance Investigators are urgently
needed to settle claims worth billions of dollars annually" The tremendous increase of auto accidents
alone have doubled the need of qualified adjusters.
Train at home in your spare time followed by two weeks
Resident Training at school owned facilities, MIAMI
BEACH, FLORIDA or LAS VEGAS, NEVADA. Nationwide employment assistance. Write for FREE information.Accredited Member NationalHome Study Council,

to know how
your money
iing^ Or how
•r for a chair
.m? Or how
• on an aphow deep to

VA •PPo

.

,..4 VETERANS AND INSERVICE PERSONNEL UNDER NEW r , BL

INSURANCE ADJUSTERS SCHOOLS, Dept.43/1
1901 N.W. 7 St., Miami, Florida 33125

Please Print
Name
Address
City
Ifft

State

Zip
Phone

L "ge

A BRICK and stone just corn
plated with many new featurei
of the building industry. Feat.
uring a full basement, formal
dining room, 2% baths, fireplace in family room with a
rustic finish, recreation room,
double garage, large sundeck
with electric grill for your outdoor living pleasure. All electric, qualifying as a Gold Medallion home. City school district. Let usabow you this outstanding home. Wouui consider a trade.
FOR THE large family, a medium priced 4-bedroom brick in
Keeneland Subdivision. Carpeted throughout, double carport, outside storage.
1%-9TORY Colonial 4-bedroom
brick on a beautiful 2% acre
lot. This fashionable home has
all the features you would want
in your new house. Beautiful
decor, and well planned for
convenient family living. Comparing dais house with any
other, you can readily see the
purchase price is much less than
its repiacement value.

NOTICE

help you
et of getin new
and make
t "Home
" again.
gifts and
tion from
hood busiic leaders.

Adams
753-2378

NOTICE

GOOD COUNTRY
STYLE SAUSAGE

1

WANTED
Home For Elderly Man

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

bikes sold in 1968 was 684,700, purse-snatcher to three strokes
compared with 608,200 in 1964. of
the birch.
In the same period, bike im* * *
ports rose from 49,800 to
91,000.
Sweet beginning

AUTOS POE S
ALS
1968 CHEVROLET Impala custom. Power steering, disc brakes
and windows. Four season cornfortron, radio, four speed transmission, 396 engine, Corvette
wheels with new wide oval
tires. Phone 753-4775 after 500
pm.
TFC

ROACHES
Can's Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

* * *

ST. LOUIS (UPI) Monsanto, one of the giants in
LOS ANGELES (UPI) - Oil the international chemical inwas discovered here by E. L. dustry, was founded here at the
Locally owned and operat- Doheny in 1892 and continues turn of the century u the first
ed
for 20 years. We can be today to be a major industry American source of saccharin.
FOR SALE OR TRADE: 1955
reached
in the area.
14 hours a day.
Ford pick-up. Has 1960 Edsel
motor, good tires. Also campCall Tetley For FREE
er started to build and haven't
Insitectlee
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
James C. Williams
had time to finish. Phone 436Maine 7553014
at
5534 after 5:00 p. m.
D-1-C
Member Chamber of
The Ledger and Tinter
DOUR PMEiv7
ACROSS
7 Brother of
Commerce
and Builders
OCUMM MUIWIW
1965
VOLKSWAGEN, new moJacob
D-1-NC
Association.
LCP-196
UUMMWEI
UMWSOU
1.Part of face
tor. Phone 753-5227.
8 Having least
D-2-P
4.Monster
OUUM
WW1
OUR
color
8 Soft food
non MMU9 0000
,1963 BUICK Electra, new tires,
FOR RENT
9.Tirne gone by
11 Attitude
NB woun [JARMO
10 Through
battery, muffler and pipes. MO12.Performs
TWO-BEDROOM trailer, see tor overhauled recently.
WMUO
13.Mature
11 Just preceding
Must
14-Conjunction
unman H9013 0111
16 Teutonic deity
Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer sell, call 489-3783 after 5:30
-Marry
15
CUM WE4Eali W4W
Court after 4 p m. Located at p. m.
17-Clothesmaker 18-Suffix adherent
D-2-P
of
MMBR 14WE.10
19-Stitch
the entrance to Murray Drive
UMMOOG UMUMMO
21-Things, in law 20 Emerge
In Theatre.
TIC 1964 ALPINE Roadster, 20,000
Phone 753-3911
Employ
23.
victorious
NUMMI wiRam
24-Journey
miles, one owner (IVLSU facul22 Yelled
HOUSE TRAILER, 12' x 50', ty); book value
26-Greek
letter
Vessel
25
Located 100 Se. 13th St.
$750.00, make
28-Former Russian 27 Eye
two-bedroom, all electric, cen- offer. 753-8115 or
40-Organ of hearing 57-Negative
ruler
762-2486.
29-River island
tred heat, private lot. Phone
43-Mixes
31-Negative
59 Nod
1TP
30-Communist
46-Small lump
33-Native metal
60-A state (abbr.)
753-3785 after 5:00 p. m.
35-Cravat
32-Attempt
48-Period of time 61 -collection 01
D-1-C
36-Note of scale
34 Cloth measure 50-Student
facts
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
38-Bother
food
36
moves 63 Old pronoun
Gaye
to
52-Unfair
Fiber warning
41 Touchdown
10' a 55' THREE-BEDROOM tranickname
37-Man's
53-Trial
67-Note
of scale
(abbr.)
iler. Electric heat and air-con- SING SIZJC LOTS or sewage.
39 Above (poet) 55-Break suddenly 69-Diphthong
NEW HYDE PARK, N. Y. 42-Recede
Level
some
lets,
with trees. (UPI) - klicer patients who
ditioned. Couples only, local
have
;.;•:'t UN 3 ;9'X 4 5 e 7 NO$ 0 10
People only. Rent reasonable Oaks Club Road. Country Club had a portion of their stomachs 45-Ordinance
.
.$ 4•:
::::$
OM
•••:::;:
47-Erase (Printing)
for right people. Phone 753- Estates, telephone 753-6977.
VW 12
removed should stay away from 49-Corded cloth
3
11
-8-C
Dec.
7856.
;:ti
.
6
6
D-2-C
m.27nts l•i2
fibrous foods, according to Dr. 51-Float
t4
d 17
eir
18
54•Bitter vetch
9.5!
ONE FOUR YEAR old female FIVE-ROOM HOUSE and lot in Alan Htrschman of Long Island 56-Press for
19
22 M23
Jewish
Hospital.
payment
Hazel.
:*:2
For
owner.
by
sale
If
Beagle, well trained and a pair
aro
wiro:•:":"
AA*
513-Ferhale
deer
X-ray examination of a wo- 59 Fruit
of six months old Beagle pup- interested call 492-8347. D-2-.0
24
25 V 26
27
29 30
man
E'2'
who
became iii six years 62-Vessel
W.
pies, male and female, untrain33
31
30 •.0 WI
after such an operation revealed 64•Pronoun
ed. Phone 753-6349 alter 5:00 HAIRSTON TRADED
••••.:=I
Bri31
-Ancient
a bezoar (solid collection of un- 65
p. m.
D-2-C
36 37
30
DETROIT (UPI) - Happy
One opposed
digested food) blocking her 66
16 .6•6:66:40
42
STRAW. Phone 753-4713. D-2-C Hairston, a veteran of six years small intestine. She said she 68-Cease
te:45
11$31 44
43 :
7O-Exited
Vii•••4'
.......
in the National Basketball
•
VW
Veii
ii•Aif
71
Bucket
ate
two
oranges
and
six
figs
4.51
47
-M•
50
S2 iii
TROPICAL FISH, must sell. Association, was traded by the
72.Affirmative
.
111
it?
or
other
dried
fruit a day. Her
King Cobra Guppies, $1.75 pair. Detroit Pistons to the Los
um•6,7,..56
:&:•:o VA:34
57 it:fet 5$
DOWN
Red Veil Tail Guppies, 25( each. Angeles Lakers Thursday. The partial stomach, unable to func•
.on,
A&•
2::
593i
Aa
A,
tion
normal
as
a
one
would,
60
59
6/
Large Rasboras, 350 each. Large Lakers gave up Bill Hewitt, an
:'62
1-One defeated
-exi.....
simply
could
not.„digest foods
2-Exists
Cardinal and Neon Tetras, 35t undisclosed amount of money
PPPMI67
3 Church bench
•••••••
each. Large Angel Fish, $2.00 and a future draft choice in high in fiber and cellulose conil
'444
4 More unusual
tent.
each. Silver Garamies, 75e each. order to oktain.iiiiirStOL
70
71
1. 72 III
5-Proceed
L.
Phone 436-3533.
D-2-C
6-Soak' Di tr by Lnited Feature Syndicate, Inc.
Can take care of hilmself,
but some attention would be
desirable. Can eat at the
home or can eat downtown
If home is near town.
Home must be clean and
convenient.
U interested see:

Putt gusher

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

KELLY'S PEST
CONTROL

IIERVICES OFFERED
3-BEDROOM brick with formal
PROFESSIONAL resident dining room, 2 bath rooms, bealei painting. Brush, roll, apray. utiful kitchen cabinets, double
References. Free estimates. garage. Pleasantly decorated
and spacious. Located in the
Phone 753-3486.
city school district. See us for
BELTONE factory fresh hear- TOE YOUR home remodelbsg, details and make us a bid on
ing aid batteries for all make additions and repairs. Free esti- this excellent buy.
hearing aids, Wallis Drugs.
mate& Call 75561M.
TTC KEENELAND Subdivision, a 3TFC
bedroom brick with family
TREE SURGEON. Evergreens
room, kitchen with all appliantrimmed or removed. Landces. Carpeted throughout, 1%
' waning. Yard are. For these
baths. This house is one year
mervices call Kelley's Termite
old and has been kept like new.
No Sobs to Small or Large
and Pest Conrtol 753-3914, loOwner has moved from Murray.
to be Appreciated
cated 100 South 13th Street
Immediate possession. Priced
Estimates
Free
right.
H-D-3-C
Contact:
A WELL designed exterior and
interior 3-bedroom brick with
2 large baths. Fireplace in the
family room, built-in appliances
in kitchen, double garage plus
storage area. Blacktop drivelletween 11:00 a. re. and
way. Located in city school disSAO ens.
4. trict. Can be bought at a greatly reduced price. Possession
Made Fresh Daily
with deed.
IN SACKS OR BULK
WILL TAU few selected homes
training.
Boarding
facilities 3-BEDROOM frame in
for
very good
and pasture. Blackwell Stables, condition. Carpets and
drapes,
telephone 75341/17.
Dec.41.0 fireplace, central air
conditionMEAT MARKET
0 ,tt,"
PROMPT and guaranteed wash- ing. Also a real nice 20' x 60'
109 North 5th
er, dryer, ranee, dishwasher building with a garage, central- .0
and refrigerator service. Paul's, ly heated. Ideal for almost any
Ii
Phone 753-9865.
D-6-C kind of home workshop. Let us
0
show you this place and make
"SAVE WITH SAFETY" . .
us
an
offer.
Owner
has
a
moved
Uncle Jeff's Discount Pharma
POI WA
from Murray and is very anxacy. Free parking, low over0
71
BEAUTIFUL
frames,
200
with
ious
to
sell.
head, low prices. Don't just take
Jo
o
0
e
o
0
o
Oa
service,
artistic
wort.
5-10
day
our word for it. Shop, Shop,
A 2-BEDROOM house and 1
Shop, you will be glad you did. Also imported and handmade
acre on a blacktop road locatOne
gifts.
'mod'
of
room
gifts
We will be glad to quote Priced about 2 miles from Murray.
es. No obligation what so ever. and posters. Give an unusual Carpeted,
air conditioned, and
gift from The Gallery in MurD-3-C ray, on Mayfield Road. Dec.4-C attached garage. Just $9,000.00.
COMMERCIAL building, 40' 1
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift - 60', and lot. Excellent location
RESOLUTION
NANCY, HAVE YOU
IN MEMORY OF LESLIE R. Murray Woman's Club cook- in the Five Points area. Near
BEEN SWEEPING
PUTNAM, WHO DEPARTED books and Kentucky scenic MSU campus. Contact us for
placemets.
Call
436-2345
or
753details.
THINGS UNDER
THIS LIFE NOVEMBER 21,
44011 for information. Dec.-18C
1969.
THE
RUG
6-ROOM frame house and 5
WHEREAS, It has pleased DYNAMO-Solid black six-year acres. 3 bedrooms, fireplace,
AGAIN
?
Almighty God in His infinite old gelding show quarter pony, electric heat, air conditioned.
wholom to call fnen his earthly perfect health. Well known in On blacktop
road about 1 mile
domain, Leslie R. Putnam and West Kentucky. 1968 junior and from
New Concord.
WHEREAS, By virtue of his women's pole bending champ,
190 ACRE FARM near New
years spent as a dedicated pro- Res. Champ in Jr. Barren race Concord,
well fenced, new
fessor of music at Murray State and pony pleasure class. 1969 pump and well. Excellent catUniversity, he made a signifi- Jr. Pole bending champ. Tough tle farm. Located adjacent to a
cant contribution to those who competitor in any event. Pric- lake development.
studied and worked with him, ed right. Also two horse trailand
er and many other accessories. WE HAVE JUST listed one of
Call 442-3172 or see
121 No- the better farms in the area,
WHEREAS, Because of his
Paducah,
Drive,
lan
Ky.
Will located just 3 miles from the
unending devotion and dediMurray State University campaccept
good
first
offer.
D-14
cation to his Christian faith
us. 130 acres with roads on 3
and his church, he instilled a PIANOS, GUITARS, Banjos mini sides, one of which is blacktop
reverent influence anon all who others. Christmas special, used ped. Contact us for further deknew him, and
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby tails.
WHEREAS, Thalt in his pass- Grand. Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
ing, his family has lost a faith- Phone 527-8955, Benton, Ky. 50-ACRE FARM near New ConTHE "SIMULATED iNVASIONI
ful, devoted and beloved memJan -S-C cord with a real nice-a-bedroom
TEAM" REPORTS THAT THE
house
with
aluminum siding. CRABTREE CORNERS
. ber and this whole community
CITIZENS
has lost a valuable, useful, dedi- EXCELLENT, efficient and eco- Large modern kitchen with
HAVE VOTED TO RESIST THEM-cated Christian gentleman, who nomical, that's Blue Lustre car- dishwasher, double oven stove
S.
ALL 51-1T ONE, THAT IS
was held in high esteem by all pet and upholstery cleaner. and refrigerator included. Well
Rent electric shampooer $1. Big fenced, and really priced right.
a' who knew him, and
ti
K.
D-6-C WE HAVE many excellent buys
k WHEREAS,
In houses as well as other proHe served as a
INTER BIRD DOG. Approxi- perty at this
time. Financing
faithful and inspiring member mately 7 years old, good
field available for qualified buyers.
of the Murray Lioos Club for dog. Priced reasonable. Call
Come by our office at 502 Mathirty years after serving ten 753-3886.
TFC ple Street or call us
at any
years in Fairfield, Iowa Lions
Club, carrying out the motto GIRLS GREEN wool coat with lime to discuss details. This is
of Liomiatn, "We Serve," by fur collar, size 14. Boys wine a good time to buy. We apprecserving as Lions Club president sport jacket, size 18 or 20. iate your business.
and as an imtiring member in Phone 753.5817.
D-3-C TUCKER REALTY & Insurance
Co., 502 Maple Street, Murray,
many other capecities and all
Kentucky, Phone
HELP WANTED
753-4341;
actiivties of the Lions, and
Home phones: Donald R. Tuck
CURB HOP wanted. Night shift, or, 753-5020; Bobby
G. Grogan
NOW BE Tr RESOLVED, 5.00 p. m. to 11 p. m„ male or
That the lions Club of Murray, female. Apply in person to Dart- 753-4078: W Paul Dailey,
Kentucky express deepest and Castle, Chestnut Street. No
D-1-C
most profound sympathy to the phone calls please.
T'FC
family upon the passing of our
fellow Lion, Leslie R. Putnam.
NOT1C11
NOTICE
eiEN' MAH HONOR
Ti-3'
/4 MAYOR, AS4
AND, BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of this
CAN'T STOP AT
Resolution be sent to his fami"KISSIN' ROCK"--ly, a copy retained in the minutes of the Murray Lions Club,
a copy be forwarded to Lions
International, District 43-K, a
Located one mile from City Limits. Eight_apartments,
copy be mailed to each local
six new mobile homes. All in good condition and on city
newspaper, and to the local ra-.
dio station.
water. $1070.00 monthly income. Will sell for $51,500.00.
This twenty-fifth dpy of Nos-ember, 1969.
Z. C. Enix. President
d3c
John H. Belt, Secretary
ITC
• ZLECTROLUX SAM & Ser.trice, Box 113, Murray, Ky, C.
M. Sander'. Phone 382-3176,
Lynnville, Kentucky. Dec.-13-NC

BLACK TOP PAVING

art!

No permistivenera
Isle of Man (UPI) UTRECHT, Holland (UPI) - ThisPEEL,
Irish Sea island has had its
Despite the sharp increase in first purse-snatching in memory
the number of cars, the bicycle and a judge resolved: "We must
is not falling out of favor in take action to stamp it out."
Holland. The number of new
He sentenced the 15-year-old

417*.

0110TIC.1
your 0%911
action. For
g consists of
(1) Seeking
$ or whit" (2) Thinkalternatives.
best alternah the family
•oals and reillon, Maylephone 247-

'Bites bold own
l'in Rolland

NOTICE

rrin

fig, ii

•

.
.31
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Peanuts®

by Charles M. Schulz

Ir5 TIME TO

HITCH OP
THE OL' SLED, SNOOPY...

0

LeOU'LL PULL IT, AND
I'LL RIM ON rr,OKAY ?

o

SHROAT'S

TAKING THE FUN

Eve

0

L

Nancy

by Ernie Busbmiller
NO --I HAVEN'T

--'

Pfc.-1
Too Poe U 5 PeP
C 19.•

--

nik

••••••4
OS14 MILL_ 190-

-.F.Ae

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren

I

REACH THIS JASPER 11,666TONE
AND SEE IF YCU CAN (SET HIM
WORKING ON THE OTHER
PEOP-E IN TOWN. HAVE
HIM TRY TO PROMOTE
A PAN/C.'

YES,SIR! WE'vE
GIVEN THE LEADER,
A SLATS 9CRAPPLE
UNTIL SUNUP TO
COME TO
TERMS

-41111.1011111.11110,,
4at501,
viak

Lil' Abner

INCOME PROPERTY

Call 753-7922, Anytime

OUT OF
EVERc(TRINE.:i
.

11011,11!6."
*air'
.rd

at

eels and
tions split
e wheels
precisely.

SOMEHOW, HE
HAs A WAW oF

by Al Capp
-LIKE ANY

OTIall>OuNIG
BAC ELORcmoRrtPOWIs4ATCNERLY
\././OU LDP.'

MATOMERLY!!
VOP is Too
INAPAWTINT TO
BE SKEW
ACTIN' LIKE
A BEAST!!

50 WE'LL GO EN
VJA`4 0''MOONLESS VALLEY"
WH AR IT'S TOO DARK FO'AMY
NOSEY VOTER TO-PAW!
S•Joittl-SEE MYTH!NG!!

Ilk IG14TH •-•

(
6
•t;.\.'•• s/ft:k

cci

I

T
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EIGHTY/REEKS... Farmer
Dies In
Accident

(Comirmod From Pim, 1)

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Burley Sales
(Cont!eued Prom Page One)

Nixon

MONDAY — DECEMBER 1, 069

Off to School By Boat!

(Continued From Polo Oral

four days totaled 143,991.173 iContinued From Page 1)
pounds for an average of $71.25 bombs around the isolated
party leadership posts:
per hundred. This average was bodian border camp in an efmemDemocratic
72
House —
$2.58 lower than the record
fort to ease the pressure from
bers.
high of last year's opening an estimated 5,000 guerrillas.
Speaker — Julian Carroll of
week.
Three persons were injured
Damage to the camp and ONA Fulton County farmer has
West Paducah.
At that time, 140,580,661 ualties among its American and
and
Ash
at
collision
the
In
Norbert
Tern
—
become the first traffic victim'
Speaker Pro
,
pounds
bun.
sold
for
$13.83
per
North 3rd Streets on Thursday of the Thanksgiving holiday
South Vietnamese defenders
Blume of Louisville.
per- dred
at 5:07 p.m. They were Ores iod in the,Purchase Area
were described as light in the
Majority Floor Leader —Terwhen
The Federal
State Market latest abektiag. The output is
Nell Bumphis and Michael Reed the tractor he was
ry McBrayer of Greeoup.
driving
on
a
weak
News
Service
reported
a
of 407 North 1st Street and highway overturned Saturday
112 miles north-northeast of
Caucus Chairman — W. J.
Jemand was indicating for fly- Saigon, three miles from CamJerry Todd of 10414 Spruee afternoon.
"Bill" Reynolds of Allen.
ings, lugs and better leaf grades
Street.
Majority Whip — Joe PnithJames Franklin Shields, 66, and a large proportion of these bodia.
'Mrs. Bumphis had a laceraMMitary spaceman reported
er of Vine Grove, Darvin Allen
Fulton Rt. 1, was pronounced 5fferings was placed under govtion to the head end Michael
fighting elsewhere acres.
of Royalton, and FA Brown, of
dead
on
arrival
at
the
Fulton
ernment
loan.
had an injury to the right arm,
Hillowar tone, Bating a total of
Bowling Green.
Hospital.
State
Police said
Estimated receipts placed un- 71 Viet Oong and North Vietaccording to officials at the
House — Republican 28 memMurray-Calloway County Hospi- Shields was traveling north on der government loan amounted namese slain ageing no U. S.
bers.
tal. Todd was reported injured Ky. 1529, about seven miles south to 25 per cent of this week's losses. One figtt cod governMinority Floor Leader — Harthe back, according to the of Clhiton when the mishap oc- gross sales, compared with 5 ment troops one dead and three
on
old Demarcus of Stanford.
Jerry Douglas Rawls
curred.
per cent on opening week lost wounded.
report.
police
Caucus Chairman — Art
The school ferry between Knott% Island and Currituck, N
Investigators said Shields' year.
Involved were a 1962 Mercury
The fact that recollleas rifle
Schmidt of Cold Spring.
actually operates the year around for island residents.
for
The
first
averages
week's
tractor
left
the
road,
climbed
an
four door driven by Mrs. Bumshone fell into Bu Prang in this
Minority Whip — Gene Stuart
Kentucky's
30
markets
indicatBy STEVE LIBBY
phis and a 1964 Chevrolet four embankment near the road and
morning's shelling indicated
of Louisville,
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
door owned by James H. Allen overturned, pinning Shields be- ed heaviest trading at Lexing- that the North Vietnamese were
Senate — Democratic 23
ton where 14,934,135 pounds just outside the camp, for the
THERE AREN'T MANY high school students who can say
of Paris, Tenn., and driven by neath the tractor.
me.mbers.
State Police reported no sold for $10,803,894.74 or a bazooka-like weapon has a "Let's cruise over to school" and mean it literally. But then, not
One,
Route
of
Taylor
Charles
E.
WenGov.
—
Lt.
President
many youngsters can salute a fishing-boat from their school bus
Paris, Tenn. Todd and Reed serious accidents throughout the average of $72.34 per hundred range of only 500 yards.
dell H. Ford.
weight.
or watch a seagull tracing circles in te skyrilher.
rest
in
one
of
the
of
the
area
passengers
during
In
addieloi
.
a
guerrilla
troops
were
the
holiPresident Pro Tern — WilThe week's lowest was at Hen- fired 10 Mortar rounds into Ban
That's the rare privilege of a coNale ozen youthful ditiiIy
day period, which ends at midcars.
liam L. Sullivan of Henderson.
derson where 251,098 pounds Me 'Mout, the Allied enclave commuters from Knotts Island who ferry across Currituck
Police said the Bumphis car night.
Majority Floor Leader —Waisold for $171,455.47 for the low providing air and supply sup- Sound to Currituck Courthouse, N.C.
was going west on Ash Street
ter "Dee" Huddleston of ElizaLiving, as they do, on a slender finger of land not really an
average of $68.28 per hundred port for the Bu Prang defendgoing
was
Taylor
car
and
the
bethtown or C. Gibson DowA Henry soldier, Specialist 4 south on North 3rd Street when
island) pointing into the Atlantic Ocean from the coast of North
pounds.
damage
ers.
Spokesmen
mid
ing of Lexington.
Jerry Douglas Rawls, has been the collision occurred.
Carolina, the ferry is a blessing
The first week's high averfamilies who live on Knotis
Caucus Chairman — Tom killed in action in Vietnam.
and
casualties
were
light
at
the
them. Until it was built to
to
age
was
Carrollton
recorded
at
Damage to the Bumphis car
land.
Garrett of Paducah.
the
across
students
the
base,
165
carry
miles
northeast
of
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. was on the right and left side
where 5,388,454 pounds of bur• •
•
Majority Whip — Joe Stacy Leonard Rawls, were informed of
time
hectic
had
a
sound,
they
ley sold for $3,948,401.70 for &deem
PLACED in operation semi
and to the Taylor car OD the
miles
of West Liberty.
50
almost
over
bouncing
U. S. officers at Bu Prang and
the death Friday by an Army front end.
an average of $73.30 per hunyears ago to transport sc
Senate — Republican 15 mem- ROTC
its sister border camp, Due of twisting road around the children from the island to
the
from
captain
dred pounds
into
crossing
bers.
University of Tennessee at Chestnut and North 12th
The total weekly sales of Lap, have predicted the North sound—and even
county schools, the ferry
Senate —Republican 15 memMurray State University Mu- burley tobacco in local markets Vietnamese will try to capture and out of neighboring Virginia about 45 minutes from doe
Martin.
&nscene
of
the
Streets
was
class.
get
to
to
bers.
Department
has
sic
offered,
as
dock. In earlier years, the sc
as supplied by the Federal - the camps in an all-out drive
They were told that Rawls, 21, ether collision at 10:45 a.m.
Now the island bus collects
Minority Floor Leader—Wena community service, to help State Market News Service:
around Christmas time. A
bus took twice that long.
killed by enemy action while Thursday between a 1960 Ford
was
at
the
arrives
and
riders
its
Key.
Tutor
Hoose
of
dell Van
the Murray City Schools init- Mkts. Pound Sold Amt. Pd
ground attack against Bu Prwng
The Kpicitts Island ferry o
311 patrol Tuesday north of four door driven by Mary P.
Avg
The
7:15
a.m.
at
promptly
dock
Caucus Chairman — Charles
iate an orchestra program. This Mayfield 508,518 358,353 70.08 Saturday was thrown back.
ates seiia days a week, 865
Vietnam
four
months,
laigon.
In
1962
and
a
Hazel
of
behind
Turnbow
ferry
the
boards
bus
Upton of Williamsburg.
idea has been under considerlawls served with the 1st Air Chrysler two door owned by 0. ation for several months with Paducah 1,084,060 758,475 69.a6 The 8-52 strikes around Bu them to finish the trip to the days a year. From the time
school opens until it closes Ike
Prang during the night were school door at Currituck.
E.
Norma
Minority Whip —
avalry Division.
R. Jeffrey and driven by James enough details now completed
boat operates 12 hours a ctiat
followed by another Stratofor• • •
Farris of Science Hill.
He became the 13th Henry R. Jeffrey of North 18th Street. for this public announcement
During the summer month',
tress mission against suspected
The battle for Senate Major- '50untian to the in the Vietnam
Eva Perry was reported to
IT'S a tiny ferry, as ferries when tourists flock to the cora.
Just prior to the Austin and
positions
weapons
camps,
base
Sunhead
a
came
to
a
cut
bruises
and
leader
received
ity
have
war.
go, only 71 feet long and 28 munity across the Intracos.#41
Carter P.T.A. meetings last
and storage areas 40 miles to feet wide. The twin Deisels turn Waterway, it operates acroels
day afternoon as legislators beHis body is expected to be leg in the collision. She was a month, there was a meeting of
where
from
far
not
the tooth,
gan arriving for the conference. returned within 10 days.
passenger in one of the cars. representatives from the Uniup 390 horsepower for a maxi- its five-mile route on a 24U. S. helicopter gunships kill- mum speed of 12 knots. In the hours-a-day basis. Some 30,
In talks with Democratic parRawls, a 1967 graduate of Police said the Turnbow oar versity and Murray Schools
Z. C. Enix, president of the ed 29 guerrillas Saturday.
ty leaders Sunday, it appeared Henry High,School, was married was going north on North 12th Present at this meeting were:
afternoon, the cabin serves as a passengers and 7,000 vehi
Reporting the helicopter at- study hall, and most students are transported annually.
the best Downing would be able to the fornier Judy Bowers of Street and the Jeffrey car was Superintendent of Murray City Murray Lions Club, announced
to do, barring unforseen last Henry.
going east on Chestnut Street Schools Fred Schultz; Princip- plans today for the Third An- tack Saturday, military spokes- do their homework before arrivJust south of Virginia Bea4
nual Radio Auction to be sponpilots swooped ing home late in the day.
minute shifts, was to muster
when the collision occurred.
Va., on State Highway 815atit
als Eli Alexander, Dennis Tay- sored by the Lion's Club on men said the
three
survivors
include
Other
five or six votes including himTurnbow car lor and Willie Jackson; Band
Bright paint decorates the was once necessary for the
down oo the Communist troops
sisters, Mrs. Lowell Brisendine of Damage to the
Tuesday and Wednesday, De- 72 miles northeast of Saigon as school boat: it has a red-orange to drive northward into
self for his candidacy.
on
the
was
left
front
and
to
the
Director
Phillip
Shelton;
and
Mrs. Betty Hart of
Others reportedly lined up Paris,
Jeffrey car on the right front. Leonard Whitmer and Leo Blair cember 9th and 10th over rta they were removing the bodies roof, black hull, gray deck for girlie, then turn southward i
dio station WN13S.
behind Downing were Sens. Clif- Puryear and Mrs. Charles
of buddies killed in earlier U. care, white cabin and bridge. North ,Earolina'fc Currit
from the University Music DeJacksen, and three
The life preservers are orange, County before delivering the,
Lord D Latta, of Prestonbura l'urpen of
S. air strikes.
radio
auction
has
bepartment.
"The
Roland Ernest Goodgion ot
and there are 70 of them stored youngsters to school. Today, their
Francis M. Burke, of Pikeville, brothers, Charles, Kenneth and
most
interestcome
one
of
the
At
this
meeting
with
Schultz
1624 Farmer Avenue received
in the green cabin bulkhead.
free ferry is faster, more conTom Harris, of Worthville, and Mark Rawls, all of Henry.
raising
projects
in
the
ing
fund
presiding,
it
was
that
decided
cuts on the head and index finNo need for seasick pills here, venient—and infinitely more exMack G. Walters, of Shelbyville.
ger in a one car accident Satur- such a program will definitely community" President Enix
for the students are veteran citing than just commuting hv
The Downing forces would have ,
sailors mostly from the fishing bus.
day at noon on the driveway enrich end broaden the offer- said, "and the one this year
to muster 12 votes out of 23 to
that runs between 15th and 16th ings of the Murray City School should be the best ever". Murelect their candidates.
and
individuals
ray
businessmen
Streets on the Murray State System. Superintendent Schuler
Huddleston has received the ,
20th buys novel
added that "In addition to bene- donate items to the Lion's Club,
University campus.
support of Ford who, in a sense,
off
and
they
are
then
auctioned
ADULTS
85
whole
U.S.—Soviet
film
fiting
the
system
as
a
Goodgion, driving a Dodge
HOLLYWOOD
(UPI)—
had very little to gain if Hud._
Dart four door sedan, was go- and the pupils as individuels, over the air the nights of the NURSERY 5
HOLLYWOOD
dleston won since Ford is ex '
(UPI)— Wuthor Irving Wilhite has sold
auction.
The
item
is
described
such
a
an
asNOVEMBER
program
will
be
28,1969
ing east on the drive and went
'lchaikovak y," the first Soviet- his new novel, "The Seven
peeted to be the controlling instraight ahead when he should set to the community in a num- over station WNBS, and then
American co-production, will be Minutes," to 20th Century-Fox
flueoce in the Senate anyway,
ADMISSIONS
have beared to the right hitt ber of ways. For example, this listeners call in bids to the staand much to lose prestige-wise
released
NEW YORK (UPla— Stocks
by Warner Bros. in the for a feature film with the possiis the sort of thing industry tion and the highest bidder
bility of a video series also based
of Downing triumphs.
summer of 1970.
opened mixed today in moder- ing a sign and curb, according checks on before moving into a buys the item. "The bidding ofMrs. Janice Laird and Baby
to the police report.
on one of the book's characters
In the House majority whip ate turnover.
with
spirited,
ten
becomes
quite
community." This program and
race, Brown appeared to have
a Damage was reported to the the Purchase Area Youth Sian- 'fifteen to twenty bids for each Boy, 1605 Catalina Dr., Murray;
market
snapped
The
windshield and front end of
Mrs. Neil Hendon, 705 Olive
the edge late Sunday.
prolonged slide late last week. he
Goodgion car and to the phony Orchestra (PAYSO) will item not too unusual," Enix St., Murray; George Kenley, 202
Although the leadership pose Analysts believed demand could
go hand in hand and strengthen said.
Cross St., Murray; Robert Hornlions were to be chosen today, be, carried over, although they ign at the scene of the collie- each other, with
PAYSO prosby, 813 Olive St., Murray; Carparby
occurs
selection
official
noted that year-end tax selling
viding an important goal for
The goal of the auction this lton Outland, 1809 College Farm
ty votes the night before the along with concern over tight
those who wish to advance even year is a minimum of $3,000 Rd., Murray; Seiburn White, CheGeneral Assembly convenes, credit may restrict buying.
Thursday at 10:48 a.m. a one beyond a school orchestra.
and all of the proceeds from stnut Si., Murray; Mrs. Barbara
Jan. 8.
Shortly after the opening, the car collision occurred on High- Schultz suggested that Leon- this year's auction will go to
not
Norsworthy, Rte, 4, Murray;
address
is
governor's
The
U P1
marketwide indicator way 121.
ard Whitmer attended the next buy additional play equipment Mrs. Grace Thomas, 109 Spruce
expected to include any speciKerry W. Williams of Hazel P.T.A. meeting at each elemeri in the City Park. The Executive
showed a gain of 0.13 per cent
Murray; Jack Haynes, Rte. 2,
fics, but only paint a broad plc
with 39'7 issues on the tape. Route Two, driving a 1964 Chev- lacy school and describe the Committee of the Club feels Murray;
Master Joseph Wilson,
ture of the state government
rolet two door hardtop, was go- over-all plan. Whitmer did at- that the park expecially needs
There
were
170
advances
and
Lynnville; Mrs. Lola Albritten,
rituation at present with perHighway
ing
south
on
121
when
tend the Austin and Carter play equipment for Murray's
declines.
haps some hints as to what his 145
Box 45, Hazel; Mrs . Nancy
Walter Kidcie picked up % to he met a car that ran him off meetings, but Robertson's Nov- younger children, and the emstate of the commonwealth adthe road, according to the po- ember 24th meeting was al phasis on equipment purchased Donelson, Rte. 6, Murray; Nellie
2
%
to
while
Itek
gained
,
53
1
/
dress in January will include.
lice report.
open house with no group will be for the eight year old, Wicker, Rte. 1, Hazel; Mrs. MauNunn also is not bringing many 64%. Benguet also rose 'A to
de Whitis, Rte. 1, Almo; A. la
Williams'
car
slid
sideThe
meeting.
and younger group.
/
2 to
Reelfoot Packing Co., in conjunction with the Murof his department heads with 141o, and Memorex 11
Beach, Rte. 1, Kirksey; Erie
ways knocking down three
A
meeting
for
will
people
be
announcthanks
all
Enix
Crown
Cork
172
/
1
2
.
added
%
at
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ATTENTION

Livestock Producers
BETTER 1106 PRICES
COME TO MURRAY

Prices Paid Today for Top Hogs
Grading No.3 No.2 No. I
'26.00 '26.25 '26.75

Purchase Area
Hog Market

We Have MOVED The SHERWIN-WILLIAMS
PAINT STORE
SHERWINWII4IAMS

from
107 North Fifth St.

PAINTS

SOUTHSIDE

SHOPPING
CENTER

Murray's New Paint, Drapery, Carpet and Wallcovering Center
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